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GEOMETRIC FEATURES OF LATTICE POINT PROBLEMS

BEN LICHTIN

Introduction.

The purpose of this survey article is to introduee the (non-expert) reader to sorne of
the problems, techniques, and results in the study of "lattiee point problems". This de
seriptive phrase appears in many different contexts and means different things to different
subspecialties. In this article the eommon meaning attached to a "lattice point problem"
eonsists of the following general counting problem.

Let w > 0 be areal or integral valued parameter. Let 'R w be a family of bounded closed
sets in Rn with positive Lebesgue measure. Assume 'R = Uw'Rw is unbounded. Let '"
denote a rational function defined on 'R. Define for each w

N(w, ",) = :E ",(rn),
mEZnn'R.w

When '" =1, one often writes N(w), V(w) for N(w, 1), V(w, 1). Thus,

N(w) =def card('Rw n zn),

Problem. Describe the behavior of N(w, ",) as W -... 00 and relate the behavior to that
of V (W, ",) aB W -... 00.

A lattiee point problem for a elass C of rational functions is "geometrie" if there exists
a function t/J(w, ",) such that t/J( w, t.p )/V(w, ",) -... 0 as w -... 00 and so that

N(w, ",) - V( w, ",) = O(t/J( w, t.p)) as w -... 00 for all '" E C.

Geometrie lattiee point problems are of interest in partieulax in numerieal integration
because they give classes of expanding domains and rational integrands for whieh integra
tion and summation agree up to lawer order errar terms in the parameter of expansion.
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In general for multidimensional problems, standard numerieal integration methods do not
appear to work as weH as they do in one variable. In part this is due to a lack of geometrie
machinery available to develop alternative integration sehemes. GLPs offer one class of
such problems for whieh eonsiderable geometrie and analytic maehinery is available for
comparing integration and summation with some precision.

This article discusses a few ideas and results that exhibit interesting uses of singularity
theory to the analysis of GLPs. The discussion falls nicely into two parts. Part 1 treats
the case in which the domains 'Rw are detennined by homogeneous and positive definite
polynomials on Rn. Sections 1,2 treat the circle problem and a generalization to quadratic
forms. This is a classical GLP originating within analytic nwnber theory. The main
problem, at least when cp =1 is not to show that one is dealing with a GLP. That can be
verified in an elementary way. Instead, the emphasis is placed on obtaining good estimates
for the smallest rate of growth of the error term

E(w) = N(w) - V(w).

Even for such a concrete problem, the determination of the precise order in E(w) is a
difficult problem that remains unsolved. The purpose of the discussion is to give a flavor
of certain underlying insights and techniques that have led to nontrivial information about
the growth of E(w).

Section 3 then discusses more recent work of Randol and eoEn de Verdiere that analyses
the growth of E(w) in tenns of singularity theory when one views R.w as the "homothetic"
expansion of a bounded domain

{P ~ I}

with boundary {P = I}. Here, if P is a positive definite fonn of degree d, then R w 

w1/dn1. For this class of domains, the most natural class of weight function are rational
functions with homogenous numerator and denominator, although more general functions
are certainly useable. This is discussed at the end of the section.

Part 2 discusses certain ideas needed if one wants to analyse N (w, cp) for a family of
domains that expands in a manner different than the homothetic one of Part 1. In partic
ular, suppose P E R[xl, ... ,xnJ has degree d, is not homogeneous, but still detennines a
proper mapping on Rn. Then it appears to be more natural to define

'Rw = {P ~ w}

rather than
'R.~ = w1/d'R.t,

since V('R.~) = vol( {P ~ I} wn
/

d but N(Rw ) need not have this asymptotic.

Two cases are treated, using functional methods generalizing those of section 2. Section
4 describes the work of Mahler, who treated the case of elliptic polynomials on [O,oo)n,
rather than Rn, and analyzed N(w, cp), V( w, cp) using the lattice Nn rather than zn. The
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results are similar to those in section 3. They are obtained however by the analysis of a
Diriehlet series that does not possess arefleetion type functional equation but wrueh can
still be analytica.lly eontinued to the complex plane 88 a reasonably wen behaved function.
An estimate for

E(w,cp) = N(w,Cf') - V(w,ep)

is then derived via purely analytic methods. The main result, Theorem 4.10, says that
E(w, ep) is of strictly sma.ller order whenever ep is the quotient of elliptic polynomials on
[0,00)". However, no explieit estimate for the error can be derived using Mahler's methods.

A natural desire, emanating from section 4, ia to loosen the restrictive condition of
ellipticity. Recently, the author of these notes has diacovered a method to do trus for
hypoelliptic polynomials. Hypoellipticity is a growth condition at infinity that is eonsid
erably weaker thau ellipticity in that it allows, a.s one example, an arbitrary form of top
degree, but requires compensation in the growth with lower order tenns that do grow at
infinity. Section 5 treats the salient features of the analysis containing results on GLPs
determined by hypoelliptic polynomials on [1,00)". The main result, Theorem 5.10, is
an extension of Mahler's work, but exploits resolution of singularities at "infinity", and
applies to all weights ep which are quotients of hypoelliptic polynomials. Again, one can
show that E(w, Cf') is of strictly smaller order in w, but 00 explicit estimate seems to follow
easily from the proof of 5.10. The reason for such difficulties essentially arises from the
contributions to E(w,c.p) that come from the behavior of <pIpa near the bouodary of the
ehain of integration [1,00)".

In order to obtain simple and general estimates for E(w, Cf'), it is therefore considerably
easier to work with the entire la.ttice zn. Here, one ean incorporate one of Bochner's ideas,
applied originally to elliptic polynomials in [Bo], but whose method evidently extends to
hypoelliptic polynomials on R". As a result of this techmque, one cau give a simple and
explicit estimate for E(w, Cf'). This is sketehed at the end of section 5. The main result,
stated in Theorem 5.33, gives a general estimate, applicable to the situations in which the
methods of section 3 do not yet apply. The natural goal, therefore, should be to improve
these estimates by eombining the ideas of section 3 and section 5.

Three appendices to the article discuss certain teehnieal points which the Teader may
find helpful.

The polynomials W(x) = x~+ ...+x~ typically analyzed in the context ofWaring's prob
lem certainly fall into the dass studied in section 4, while those of other Pham-Brieskom
type polynomials (that is, additive and weighted homogeneous) belong to the dass studied
in section 5. However, the methods used in the analysis of Waring's problem are consid
erably more technical, due to the desire to study the asymptotic of card( {x E [l,oo)n :
W(x) = i} n N". To keep the length of these notes reasonably modest, nothing further
will be said about Waring's problem or others that arise within diophantine a.pproximation
theory. The primary reason is that eonsiderations primarily of a subtle aritlunetie, not
geometrie, eharaeter dominate the analysis. Because the typical reader here is expected to
be more geometrie in orientation, this seems to be a reasonable eonstraint.
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Part 1. Positive definite forms

Section 1. Landau'~ analysü 0/ the clas~ical circle problem

In this section P will denote the polynomial xi + x~. Define the counting function

Evidently, the area of this region is 1TW. The first result is elementary.

THEOREM 1.1.

One of the reasons why there is interest in the asymptotic of N(w) is-

Remark. The ring of integers in the field Q[i] equals Z[i]. The nonn of a Gaussian integer
ml + im2 equals P(rnl' rn2)' So, asymptotic infonnation about the circle problem gives
the asymptotic distribution of Gaussian integers. I

PROOF:

N(w) =
mEI2:m~+m~=:;w

1= L 1

- L (1 +2[Jw - mn)
Imll=:;w 1 / 2

= 2 L (Jw - mi + 0(1)) + 0(w1
/

2
) = 2 L Jw - mi + 0(w1

/
2

)

Imll=:;w1 / 2 Iml1=:;w 1/ 2 (1.2)
[w 1

/ 2 )

=4 L Jw-mi+OCwl/2)
ml=O

rvw
=,4 } Vw - u2 du + O(w1

/
2

) (via monotorncity of u -t Vw - u 2 , U E [0, vw))
= 1TW + O(w l

/
2
). I

Define E(w) = N(w) -1TW.
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One has introduced the O(w l / 2 ) error initially in (1.2). Remarkably, one can reduce the
be~t exponent for E(w) to a number in [1/4,1/3). It is not yet known, however, what is
the best exponent. Here, an argument of Landau, adapted from that given in [Kr], will be
given that shows

E(w) = OE(wl /3+E) for any € > O.

This notation means that for each € > 0 there exist CE' BE such that

The proof uses an expansion of the continuous function w ~ Jow
N (u )du ioto aseries

of Bessei functions and then a Tauberian argument of Landau. Although this argument is
based upon the rather special nature of the polynomial P, it seems worthwhile to present
the details because it can be modified, in principle, to suit other polynornials. Moreover,
such arguments tend to be known to experts and scattered throughout the literature. So,
it is perhaps useful to include a few examples in this article.

Recall the definitions of the first two Bessel functions.

J1(y) = 11"1/2 ~(3/2) (D 1\1- u)I/2cos(yu)du

J2(y) = 7r1/ 2~(5/2) (~)211

(1 - U)3/2cos(yu )du.

The following facts will be needed below.

(1.3.1) There exists c > 0 such that for i = 1,2,

(1.3.2) For i = 1,2

(1.3.3) For each positive integer n

Remark. The mgher exponent Bessel functions will be used in Section 2. For tms section,
these two will suffice. •

For two integrable functions f, 9 on R define

f( w) * g(w) =110

f(u)g(w - u)du.
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In addition, introduce the function

1jJ(u) = u - [u] - 1/2,

whose significance for the analysis of lattice point problems has been understood since the
dassical works of Hardy-Littlewood, Landau, and van der Corput. The main properties of
this function are summarized in Appendix A.

LEMMA 1.4.

PROOF: Introduce the notations

L I fern) resp.
a<m5b

Then,

L "fern) to indicate that f(b) resp. f(a), f(b) are weighted by 1/2.
a5m5 b

1 * N(w) = lw

N(u)du = 41w

L "1

m~+m~~u
ml,m22::0

du

=4 L "(w-rni-rn~)

m~+m~5w
mt, m 22::0

= 41
w

L '1 . L ' Idu
O~m~~u O~m~~w-u

= 4 (lw l
/
2
] +D* (lw l

/ 2D +D
= 4 (w1

/
2 _1jJ(w1

/
2

)) * (w 1
/

2 _1jJ(w1
/

2
)) •

From this, the above formula is dear. •

Introduce the notation

c(n) = card{m E Z2 : P(rn) = n}.

THEOREM 1.5.
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PROOF: Use Lemma 1.4 and the series expansion (cf. (A-1)) for t/J. As pointed out in
(A-6), one can interchange sununat ion and integration in the integrals for w 1/2 t/J (W 1/2 )

and 1/J(W 1/2) * t/J (W 1/2). One calculates and finds

and

By the growth estimate (1.3.1), one sees that the senes converges absolutely. By grouping
together the terms with indices (k, e) for which P( k, e) = n, one completes the proof of the
Theorem. •

One can proceed to prove

THEOREM 1.6. For any f > 0

PROOF (LANDAU): Introduce a parameter h and consider the differences

[w+h [W
lw E(u) du and lW-h E(u) du.

One notes that the monotonicity of N(u) implies

N(u)-7ru!UE[w,W+h] 2: N(w)-7r(w+h) and N(u)- 7rU l uE[w_h,w]::; N(w)-7r(w-h).

Thus,

1jW 1jW+h
- E(u)du - 7rh ::; E(w) ::; h E(u)du + 7rh.
h w-h W

7
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By (1.5),

[w+h [w+h [W [( + h)2 W2]
Jw E(u)du = Ja N(u) du - Ja N(u) du - 7l" W 2 - "2

~ [w +h w ]= ~ c(n) -_. J2(2rry'n(w + h)) - - . J2(2rrvnw)
rrn rrn

n=l

= L c(n) [w + h . J2(2rrvn(w + h)) - ~ . J2(2rr v nw)]
rrn rrn

n:5 z

+ L cL) l(w + h)J2(27l"y'n(w + h)) - tJ2(27l"v'nw)] ,
n>z

where the parameter z will be chosen below (cf. (1.10)) to be an appropriate function of
w,h.

Use (1.3.3) in the SUffi over n ~ z. This implies

w+ h w J.W+h~-_. J2(2rrvn(w + h)) - _. J2(2rrvnw) = - J1(2rrvnu)du .
rrn rrn W n

Thus,

; e ; [(w + h)h(27l"y'n(w + h)) - wh (27l"v'nw)] (1.8:
n=l

= L ey ! vüF(2 vnu du + L ~; [(w + h)J2(27l"y'n(w + h)) - wJ2 (27l"v'nw)]
n:5 z W n>z

Estimate the two terms in (1.8) as follows. First, if n < z then (1.3.1) implies

If h < w then
h 5/4 5 h h 2(1+-) =1+-·-+0((-)).
w 4 w w

Thus, the prior estimate is

ChW
1

/
4 1 2 -3/4

n 1/ 4 + n 1/ 4 ·O(h w ) .
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This implies

L C } l;w + h)J2(27rVn(w + h)) - wh(27rv'nw)] < [hwl/4 + O(h2w-3/4
)] L ~~~~ .

n~z n~z

The SUffi over n > z can be estimated by using (1.3.1) on the two J2 terms and treating
the difference as a sumo This gives

L C;} [(w + h)J2(27rVn(w + h» - wJ2(27rv'nw)] < L :~~J4 ((w + h)3 /4+ w3/4 )
n>z n>z

The term in the parentheses is W 3 / 4 0(1) when h < W. Thus, combining these two estimates,
one concludes

It is easy to see that

Thus,

(1.9)

One forces h, w to satisfy the inequality h2 < W
3

/
4

• Then, set z = hawb and find a, b so
that the first two terms in (1.9) are the same. One finds that a = -2, b= 1. Set

z = h-2w. (1.10)

One now wants to impose an additional constraint, if necessary, upon h, w that insures

h3 / 2 - 2 t.

O( w 1 / 2- t ) = 0(1) as w -4 00.

This will hold if h < w 1/ 3+t. . Thus, one sets z = h-2 w subject to the constraint h < W 1 / 3+t. .
This implies

9



Thus, (1. 7) implies
W 1/ 2+l

E(w) <l h1/ 2+2l + 1rh.

One now chooses c so that if h = W
C then these two terms have the same order in w for

each f. One solves for c and finds
1

c = - +f.
3

This implies
E(w) = Ol(W

1
/

3+l
) for each f > 0 l

as claimed.•

Section 2. A functional method for analyzing a generalized circle problem

In this section Q = L:~j=l aijXiX j denotes a positive definite quadratic form defined
over R. Further, define

N(w) = card{m E zn : Q(rn) ::; w}.

Set

D = det (aij) ,
'frn/2

A = vol({Q < I}) = ..jjj .- nr(~ + 1)

So V(w) =def vol( {Q ::; w}) = Awn
/ 2 • This section will sketch Landau's argument, given

in [La-I], that proves

THEOREM 2.1.

To appreciate the significance of (2.1), one should first observe what is the "trivial"
estimate for the error E{w) = N(w) - V{w). This is

PROPOSITION 2.2.
0-1

N{w) = V{w) +O{w-r).

PROOF: To each lattice point m contained in the set {Q ::; w} assign the open box

C(m) = {( X I , ... , X n) E Rn : Ix j - mj I < ~, far each i } .

Clearly, if m 'I m' then G{rn) n G(rn') = 0. Moreover, since each box has volume equal to
1, it is clear that vol(UmC{m») = N{w).

10



One now observes the existence of functions e(w), e'(w) such that c(w), e'(w) = O(w1
/

2
)

and

{Q ::; w - e'(w)} C UmC(m) C {Q ::; w + e(w)}.

Thus, by the homogeneity of Q oue obtains

vol( {Q ::; w-e'(w)}) = A(w-e'(w))n/2 ::; N(w) ::; vol( {Q ::; w+c(w)}) = A(w+e(w))"/2 .

Hence, N(w) - Aw"/2 = O(w ";1) .•

PROOF OF (2.1): The key functional tool is the quadratic theta function associated to Q
and its functional equation of reflection type, discovered by Epstein [Ep]. For y E R, h, Z E
Rn, set

BQ(z, h, y) = L e- 1ryQ(m+z)+21ri(h.m).

m:;J!OEI"

Next, set Q to denote the quadratic form associated to the inverse matrix of (aij). That
IS,

A fundamental property of BQ is the identity [Ep]

Set .Al(Z) :$ .A2(Z) :$ ... resp. 1Jl(h) :$ 772(h) ::; ... to denote the elements of {Q(m +
z)} m:;J!O resp. {Q(m + h)} m:;J!O, arranged in order and with multiplicities of membership
possibly larger than l.

Define the following Dirichlet series, which converge absolutely if Re(s) > n/2 :

e21ri(m.h) 00

D(s, z, h) = L + a = L ak(z, h) e-alogAI.(z)

mi:-zEI" Q(m z) k=1

-21ri(m.z) 00

D(s, z, h) = L e h a = L bk(z, h) e-alog11A:(h) ,

m#-hEI" Q(m +) k=l

Note. For simplicity, ak(z, h), bk(z, h) are denoted ak, bk in the following. Similarly,
.Ak(Z), 1Jk(h) are denoted .Ak, 77k . By the notational convention used in the prior paragraph,
one notes that lak I = Ibk I = 1 for each k. In particular, each coefficient equals 1 when
z, h E zn. •
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Now set

if h E zn
if h ~ zn
if z E zn
if z r:;. zn

Epstein showed the following pair of identities that determine analytic continuations of
these two series to the entire splane as meromorphic functions.

,D-1!2 be-21fi(z.h) (OO
11'"-.!Ir(s)D(s,z,h) = n - +11 y8-1[SQ(z,h,y)-1}dy

s - '2 s 1 (2.3)

e-21Ti(Z.h) (OO [ ]
+ Dl/2 11 ylf-.!I-1 8 Q(h, -z, y) - 1 dy.

- 8D1/2 ,e21ri(Z'h) /,00
11'"-8 res) D(s, z, h) = s _ !!. - S + y.!l-l [SQ(h, -z, y) - 1] dy

2 1

+ D 1/ 2 e2,";(z.h)100

yi-·- 1 [0Q( -z, -h, y) - 1] dy.

Setting

one deduces the following functional equation:

( )
28 r( ~ - s) - n

D s, z, h = C 11'" r( s) D( '2 - s, z, h) . (2.4)

In particular, if a < 0 then i' - (1 > O. So, one obtains the following expression for D(s, z, h)
if (1 < 0 :

r(-!! - s) ~ bk
D(s, z, h) = c· ;(s) . L...J n/2 (7Jk 7r2 )" .

k=1 7Jk

Moreover, the series on the right converges absolutely. One concludes that for fixed h, z

(1 > n/2 implies ID(a + it, z, h)1 = 0(1),

u < 0 implies ID(u + it,z, h)1 = ,r(;(~ s) ,.

Stirling's asymptotic (2.5) for r( s) implies that in any vertical strip 0'1 ::::; 0' ::::; a2

12



(2.5)

Thus, for any € > 0 and z, h,

ID{ -€ + it, z, h)1 = O(ltl i +2f
).

Furthermore, from the fact that 1/r( s) = O{e21 t I) , (2.3) implies, that for (1 E [-f, l' + f]

D{s, z, h) = O(e2Itl ) .

One concludes from the Phragman-Lindelöf theorem:

D(s, z, h) = O(ltl i +2f
) unifonnly for (1 E [-€, ; + €].

One now recalls three properties of the Bessel function of any exponent. First, there is
the senes expansion. Given vER set

00 (_l)i (Y)lf+2i
Jv(y) = ~ i!f(v + i +1)"2 .

Secondly, there is the estimate for large y

Thirdly, one has for each positive integer r

:;r (y"F Jv+r(2v'Y)) = yt Jv(2v'Y)

Using (2.6.1), an elementary exercise of residue calculus shows

LEMMA 2.7. Hf E (O, 1/4), y > 0, rEN tben

j -f+iOO r{ -r - s) s 21ri
. r{) y ds = i-i· Ji+ r {2yY).

-f-lOO S Y

(2.6.1)

(2.6.2)

(2.6.3)

Corresponding to the finite sums of weighted coefficients, produced by the "weighted
Perron's fonnula" (cf. Appendix B), define the following. (Note that the dependence upon
z, h is not indicated in the notation for simplicity.)

A,t{w) = L an(w - .\)
An:SW

13



A tedious calculation with step functions shows, setting Ao(w) = A(w),

lw

Ak(u)du = Ak+l(W) ,

and Ak(w) =lw

dWl lw1

dW2··· l w

'-

l

A(Wk)dwko

A second important property conceming these functions is the relation between the
A k ( w) and the kth difference operators. Define the operator and its iterates

ß z f(w) = I(w + z) - I(w),

ß~v) I(w) = ß z (ß~V-l) I) (w) v ~ 2.

Then

b.~v) f(w) =t (_I)V-' (~) I(w + jz).
j=O J

Moreover, a straightforward calculation, left to the reader, shows

(2.8)

One starts with the formula below, in which w > 0, a > n/2, rEN

1 l a+ioo ds 1 A A (w)
-. D(s,z,h)w6

-[} = I" L ak(l- ~)r = r r .
211"1. a-ioo S r r . ..\ <t w w.-

Now move the verticalline to u = -f where, for convenience, one assumes € E (0,1/4).
Residue calculus, combined with the growth estimate (2.5) and analytic continuation for
mula (2.3), implies that for r sufficiently large

Ar ( w) 11"'" -y II D(O, z, h) 1 j-E+iOO D( h) 8 ds-.;..........;..= ·w 2 + +- sz w-
w r D! r(~)'1-' (~+ 1)·· .(~ + r) r! 211"i -E-ioo ", [s}r

11"t-y t D(O,z,h)
- • W + ---.;--~

Dtr(~+r+1) r!

c j-E+iOO (r(~ -s) ~ ~(2 )6). 6.!!!-
+-. res) L..J t 7r TJk W [8] .

211"Z -E-ioo k=l YJ k r

14



The Bessel functions arise naturally onee one interchanges summation and integration,
which one may because the senes of functions

~ r(~ - s) bl; (2 )~
Li r(s) . t 7r 1Jk
1;=1 1J1;

converges absolutely and unifonnly over the line q = -f. Then, Lemma 2.7 says that the
integral over this line equals

One concludes

(2.9)

Note. For the rest of the mscussion one imposes the eondition that h, z E zn .With this
condition, it is clear that A(w) = N(w), defined at the beginning of the section. The
reader will hopefully not find this confusing. •

Since each coefficient ak in the definition of A(w) is nonnegative, one can relate A r ( w)
to A(w) as follows. First, the chain of intervals, eorresponding to the domain of integration
of ß~r) A r ( w),

[Wr-l' W r-1 + z] C [W r-2' W r -2 +2z] ... C [w, w + rz]

implies this sequence of inequalities for any W r E [Wr-b W r -1 + z] :

A(w) ~ A(Wr-l ~ A(wr) =:; A(Wr-1 + z) ::; A(w + rz).

Thus,
zr A(w) =:; ß~r) Ar(w) =:; zr A(w + rz).

One now proves the following important estimate.

LEMMA 2.11. Let w, y > 0 and z E (0, w]. Set

f(w,y) = wi'+t Jt+ r (27rywy).

Tben, there exists E = E(n) such that

15
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where the difference operator is taken witb respect to w.

PROOF: The proof uses three properties established above. These are

(1) The expression for ß~r) f in terms of the f(w + vz) (2.8) j

(2) The estimate for IJv I (2.6.2);
(3) The differential equation (2.6.3) .

Details are left to the reader. •

One uses this Lemma to estimate ß~r) A r (w). The resulting' estimate will be combined
with (2.10) to estimate A(w).

First, since I = 8 = 1, one writes, with f denoting the function defined in (2.11),

ß(r) A (w) = 7t't • ß(r) (w t +r) + D(O, z, h) ß(r) (wr)
z r D t r( ~ +r +1) Zr! Z

c ~ bk (r) f( )+ r-ll. L...J ll.+i ß z W,7]k·
7t' 2 1:=1 TJk

One finds by a simple calculation

l
w +z lwl +z l wr-1 +z

ß~r) (w r ) = dWl dW2 .•.

W Wl W r -l

The last item is to estimate

I~ b1: (r) ( ) IL...J t+t ß z f W,7]k •
k=1 711:

Since each b1: = 1, one obtains from Lemma 2.11,

If ::t t>~r) !(W,1]k) I< Ew"Y- f ~+t (min{w,z21]d)t .
1:=1 771: k=1 TJ1: 4

(2.12)

Now split up the SUffi according to

z2 77k ::; w or

Then

2
z TJk > W.

co

Ew"Y- 2: ~+i (min{w, z21]d) i = Ew n~' zr 2:
1:=1 7]1: rlk'5:.w/z 2

+Ew9 +i 2:
.",.>w/z2

One therefore needs an estimate of the following sort.
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LEMMA 2.14.

(1) l:{k:'1I1:5 R } 1/1]; = O(R1f-") j[ K < ~.

(2) l:{'1I1>R} 1/1]; = O(R.Tt-") j[ K > ~.

PROOF: Set

R

G(R) = L 1 = L
{k:111l:$R} 1111=1

L
{mEl n :Q(m)=lJlI }

1.

It is not difficult to see that G(R) = O(Ri). Indeed, there exists C > 0 such that Q(x) ;:::
Cllxl12. Hence,

Q(m) = ryk ::; R implies Ilm112::; C-1R.

Since there exist O(R1f) lattice points in the R sphere of Rn, one concludes G(R) = O(Rt).

Introduce the notation k(y) to denote the largest index for which 1]k(y) ::; Y for any real
number y.

Case 1. K < ~.

Partial summation states

Case 2. K > ~.

17



00

L 1/1'1'; = L
k:fh >R k=k(R)+l

G(7]k) - G(7]k-1 )

f]Z

~=o(J.OO U Jt - K
-

1 dU)
u K+1

'7.c(R)+1

Using Lemma 2.14, a simple calculation shows that the estimates in (2.13) agree and
equal

(
+ 1-" n-l )o zr ---r- . w ---r- . (2.15)

Now set z = W'Y and choose , so that the order in W of (2.12) and (2.15) agree. A simple
calculation shows that

1,= n+l'

Then, replacing z by this power of w inside the 0(·) tenns, and recalling the definition of
A from the beginning of the section, one sees that

Hence,

Moreover,

A (w+rwnh) 2: Awt +0 (wn.yl·ntr) .
Setting y = w + rwntr one notes that w = y +O(yntr). Thus,

A(y) 2: AyY +0 (y n;l·ntr) .

One concludes that for alilarge w

As already noted, A(w) = N (w ), when h, z E zn. This completes the proof of Theorem
2.1.•
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Section 3. Re.nuts obtained 'Using singularity theorif

In this seetion "RI will denote a compaet region

{P ~ I} eRn,

where P is a positive definite homogeneous polynomial of degree d. The appropriate ho
mothetic expansions will then be

"Rw = {P ~ w} = wIld 'RI .

Randol and Colin de Verdiere have given estimates for the growth of the error

E(w) = N(w) - V(w)

in terms of the geometry of the hypersurface ORI . To earry out the analysis, they have
used Poisson summation to express a smooth approximation to N(w) as a surn of fourier
transforms. Then geometrie methods are used to estimate the absolute values of the
transforms. The discussion here will sketch that given in [CdV] wrnch exploits the loeal
analysis of singularities to give asymptotics of certain oscillatory integrals arising naturally
in the problem. However, many details ean not be included in so limited a discussion as
that given here.

The first point is to express N(w) in a naive way. Set

x = characteristie funetion of "R1 ,

and Xw(·) = X(-jw1/d
).

It is dear that Xw is the eharacteristic function of "Rw • Thus,

N(w) = L Xw(m).
mEZ"

To apply Poisson smnmation, one needs a Coo function, so one smooths Xw as follows. Let
p : Rn ~ [0,1] be a Coo function with support in the ball of radius 1 and satisfying

[ pdx = 1.
Je"

For f > 0, set
p(.) = f-

n
. p(·/f).

Thus, p( satisfies the same property as p but has support in the ball of radius f. Consider
now the convolution

and define the series
N(w) = L xw * p(m).

mEZ"

One has the
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LEMMA 3.1. FOT each w, € > 0, Xw * Pt is Coo witb compact support.

Defining, for f E C~(Rn),

i(~) = r fex) e-21fi (e'2:) dx,
1Mn

a standard fact is that
_ A

f * 9 = f * 9 for any 9 E C~(Rn).

Thus, Poisson summation shows

PROPOSITION 3.2.
Nt(w) = L Xw· pt(m).

mEZ n

Consider the m == 0 term. It is easy to see via the homogeneity of P and definition of
Pt that

PROPOSITION 3.3.

Separating this term from the rest of the series in (3.2), define the "error term"

Et;(w) = L Xw· pt(m).
m#OEZ n

As w -+ 00 one must estimate the growth of E t ( w). To do this, one first rewrites the
Xw(m) factor in each summand of Et(w).

For any z f. 0 E Rn, set V z = z/lIzll and w(z) == w1/dllzll.
Then,

Xw(m) == r X(x/w 1 / d ) e-21fi(m,2:) dx
1Mn

== w n / d r X(y) e-21f"iw
1

/
d llmII(Jlm ,y) dy

jMn
== w n / d r e-21fiw(m)(vm,Y) dy.

1'R1

Thus,

Moreover,
pt(m) == p(€m).
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One concludes

EE(W) = NE(w) - vol(n1 ) wn
/

d = wn
/

d L: X(w(m)vm)p(fm). (3.4)
m;#O

To estimate EE(w) it is therefore necessary to determine useful estimates in w, Z of X(w(z)vz ),

aB W ~ 00 that are summable in z when z asswnes values in zn - {O}. Moreover, when f

becomes a function of w as done helow, it will then also be necessary to do the same with
p(fm).

Assume this is done, for the moment. This means that one ean prove the existenee of
Q' < 0 and for each f a constant C( f) which is bounded as f ~ 0 such that

IEE(W)I < w~ C(f) for a1l W sufficiently large. (3.5)

One then needs to understand in what way N E( w) converges to N(w) for large w as f ~ O.
To do this, one first notes that if the lattiee point m is eontained in the f neighborhood of
n w hut not in n w then Xw * PE( m) need not equal zero. Extending this, one finds easily,

LEMMA 3.6.

(1) NE(w) is unifonnly bounded for sma11 f > 0 and w contained in bounded intervals.
(2) Let X = {w > 0 : Emw n zn = 0}. Then

lim NE(w) = N(w) if w EI.
E-O

Thus, if one allows w to increase without bound but remain in I then combining (3.4),
(3.5), and this lemma would give an asymptotic for N( w) whenever w stays in X. Sinee Xc
is at most countable and has no finite cluster point, this is not a very restrietive condition
measure theoretically. However, aesthetically it is not tao pleasing since the exact nature of
IC is very unclear. To circumvent this difficulty, Colin de Verdiere developed a modification
of the above discussion, due to Randol [R]. The rest of this section will sketch his ideas.

Given ß ;::: 0 define

and for ß < 0 set

For arbitrary ß and positive w set

'Rw(ß) = w l
/

d 1ll (ß)

and Xw(ß) = eharacteristic function of 1lw (ß).

Note that 1lw (ß) is not necessarily the ß neighborhood of 1lw , although 1lw (O) = R.w .

In the following, Xß will denote the characteristic function of 'R. l (ß).
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Now define

N(w,ß) = L Xw(ß)(m)
mEZ n

N((w,ß) = L Xw(ß) * pt(m)
mEZ n

and

E((w,ß) = L Xw(ß) * Pe(m).
m~O

As in (3.4), one notes that

E((w, ß) = w n
/

d L xp(w(m)vm ) p(em).
m~O

It is easy to check that

and

Thus, by setting

one finds that

~ n-1
f = wjf"n:rr

(3.7)

(3.8)

IE(w)l::; max {IEt(w, -ß)I,IEt(w, ß)I} +0 (w2.j2+~) . (3.9)

So, one is foreed to obtain estimates for the E((w, ß) that are uniform in ß when ß is
chosen aecording to (3.8).

Remark 3.10. The necessity of choosing the exponent of f as in (3.8) will be clarified at

the end of the proof of Theorem 3.26. The 0 (w~+~) errar term should be under

stood as an "elementary estimate" that arises solely from estimate (3.7). The entire effort
will be direeted to showing that the loeal classification of singularities implies, under the
assumptions of Theorem 3.26, that one ean never do worse than this elementary estimate.
That is, the two other terms appearing in (3.9) can never grow faster than this power of w.
It should also be pointed out that when n = 2 Landau has shown that one eannot hope to
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do better than O(W
2

/
3

) in general. This appears to have been the motivation for insisting
upon proving a theorem with the error term estimated by the above power of w. I

In the discussion below, one will first insist upon studying the magnitudes ofall Xß(w(z)v z )

for lßI <t:: 1. It will not suffice to do this only if ß = O.

Now, since each Rw(ß) has a smooth oriented boundary, one can apply Stokes' theorem.
To state the identity, introduce the following convenient notation. Set

nß(x) = outward unit normal vector to OR l (ß) at x

dC1(ß) = area differential over ORl (ß).

One then has

PROPOSITION 3.11.

For eE sn-I, and any ß, define 1] = (e, ß) and

<j;(1], x) = (~, X) 18'R-
1
(ß) ,

a(1], x) = (e, Rß ( X ) ) 18'R-
1
(ß) ,

Iw (z)(1]) = r e-2'1"iw(z)e;('1,x) a(1J, X) da(ß).
J8'R- 1 (ß)

I w( z) ( 1] ) is an example of an "oscillatory integral" with phase <j; (1], x) and amplitude a(1], x).
For each fixed 7], the asymptotic in w(z) is determined, up to terms that decrease expo
nentially, by the singular set of the map x ~ <j;( 7], x). This follows from the simple to check
property that if x' is a regular point of <j;(1J, x) then I w (z)(1]) i3 exponentially decreasing in
w(z).

The critical points of <p are easily seen to consist of the following set of points.

PROPOSITION 3.12. The critical set oE iJ equals

{(e, x) : e is normal to OR.l (ß) at x}.

To find useful estimates for EE(w, ß) that are uniform in ß, one should first eliminate the
dependance in ß of the domain of integration. To do this precisely reqwres certain ideas
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from the theory of Fourier integral operators. Due to adesire to keep this paper within a
reasonable length, the proof of the following result will not be given.

Set

ep(~, x) = tP(~, 0, x) = (~, X )18R
1

du = du(O). (3.13)

THEOREM 3.14. There exists a Coo function A(7], x) such that [or a1l ß wbose absolute
value is sufliciently sma11, one has

(1) A(~,O,x) = a(~,O,x).

(2) Define

Then,

Impose now the following "finiteness" condition on the type of singularities possessed
by ep. This condition will be assumed to hold for the rest of this section.

For each eE sn-l, the function x --t ep (~, x) has onIy isolated singular points. (H)

Using (H), one can "localize" the estimate for the growth of Jw(z)(f/) in a standard way
to one of an oscillatory integral with phase given by the universal unfolding of a singularity.
This will now be described in a general setting.

Let x --t tf;(y, x) denote a family of functions depending smoothly upon the parameter y.

Assume that x resp. y is contained in an open set X C Rk resp. Y c Rm
. Assume further:

for each y,'l/ly(x) admits only finitely many isolated singular points in X.

Let b E COO(X). Define

Ir(y, b) = Le,r"'(y,x) b(x) dx.

(3.15)

The behavior in T, as T --t ,00, of IT(y, b) can be determined by localizing the domain of
integration to one of a sufficiently small ball centered at each singular point of 'l/Jy contained
in X, and then patching together alilocally determined estimates by a Coo partition of
unity. A typical result needed to do this follows from the Malgrange preparation theorem.

PROPOSITION 3.16. Assurne (3.15) bolds. Then there exists M E N such that [or each
y E Y, tf;y (x) possesses at most M singular points in X.

Let E(tf;y) = singular set in X of tPy.
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(*)

PROPOSITION 3.17. For each p E E(tjJy) there exists an open neighborhood Vp C Vp and
,(y,p) ERsuch tbat

(1) Vp n E(tjJy) = {Pli
(2) For any b E C~(Vp),

f eirtJ1(u,%) b(x)dx = O(T1'(rJ,P)), T --+ 00.

Jvp

For example, if tjJy has a nondegenerate critical point at p, then ,(y,p) = -k/2.

Define the index
u(y,p) = inf {,(y,p) : (*) holds }. (3.18)

If x' is a regular point of"py then one sets u(y, x') = -00 since in this case there exists a
neighborhood Vx' so that the oscillatory integral in (*) exponentially decays.

Although the above can be defined for any parametrised family of singularities, for
purposes of estimating the growth of oscillatory integrals when one is not given very precise
(or any) information about the singularities, it is useful to assurne that locally one uses
the universal unfolding of a singularity for the phase function.

Recall the

Definition. Ir f E R{xI, ... ,Xk} has a singular point at 0, then the universal unfolding
of f is the function

m

F((, x) = f(x) + L (ifi(X),
i=l

when:

(i)

m = de / dim (x 1, ... , X n)R{ x!, .. . , X n} / (8f /8x1, ... , 8f /8xn) is Bnitej

(ii) The {fi} form a basis of :1(f). I
The vector space in (i) will be denoted by :1(/). The codimension of the singularity

equals m.

Given any tjJ(y, x) and p E E(1/'u) for which the germ of 1/'y at p is f(x), and such that
conditions (i), (ii) hold, the universality of F implies the

PROPOSITION 3.19. There exist:

(1) A point (,
(2) Neigbborhoods Z oE ( in Rm, Y oE y in Y, and 8 oE the origin in Rk ,

(3) Coo Etmctions

h : (Y, y) --+ (Z, () and H: (Y X Vp , (y,p)) --+ (8,0),
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such that

a) For each y E Y, H(y,') defines a Coo diffeomorpmsm;
b)

1/J(y, x) = F(h(y), H(y, x») for a11 (y, x) E Y x Vp •

Thus, an estimate for the index function 'Y( ( , 0) of the oscillatory integral

LeirF«(.x) b(x)dx

(#)

that is unifonn in (, b would automatically give an estimate for the integral defined in
Proposition (3.17).

From hereon, one will assume that Y, Vp have been chosen so that (a), (b) of Proposition
3.19 hold when the phase function tf; i3 the function r.p(~, x) defined in (3.13).

Since sn-l X aRl is a compact space, the open cover {Y X Vp}PEE(lf',)' has a finite
subcover {Yi x VPi }r=l . To each Ui =def Yi X VPi there is the function, denoted fi(x),
with isolated singular point at Pi and universal unfolding

mj

Fi((,X) = fi(X) +L (j fLj(X),
j=l

defined in a bounded open set Zi X Bi, such that equation (#) holds, after specializing 'lj;
to be <po

Suppose now that (y,p) E Ui. Thus, the germ of r.py at p determines an element of the
family of functions appearing in Pi. Set Ci to equal the set of smooth functions h on Bi
such that for each ( E Zi, h((, .) has compact support. Given b E Ci define the oscillatory
integral

and the indices U i, U :

Ui(() = inf {'Y((,O): Ii(r,(,b) = O(r'«('O» far all b E Ci},

Ui = SUP(EZi Ui((),

U = maxi {Ui}'

(3.20)

By the definition of Jw(z)(1J), given in Theorem 3.14, and the prior discussion, it follows
that

PROPOSITION 3.21.
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and tbis estimate is unifOffil in 1].

Cleaxly, this is the first result to try and exploit in order to obtain an estimate for
E((w, ß). The naive way to proceed would be first to understand how big can a be. Since
the Dirichlet series

has its first pole at s = n it is clear that if 1 - a > n then (3.21) would suffice to give an
estimate for E((w, ß) satisfying (3.5). However, to force a < 1 - n requires a to be much
too small to be of any use. This is the case because a nondegenerate singularity on Rn-I
must appear in any neighborhood of a defonnation of !i. This then forces ai ~ -(n -1)/2.

Thus, to convert (3.21) ioto a u3eable estimate of the E((w, ß), ooe roust do same ad
ditional analysis of each I i ( T, (, b). Colin de Verdiere worked this out for certain cases.
However, much more work needs to be done to extend his results. The discussion here will
treat the possibility that the singularity !i(X) is a "simple singularity cIass" in Amold's
dassification of [A].

Remark. By the phrase "singularity dass" of an element! of R{xt, ... , Xk} is meant
the set of all germs of smooth ftmctions right equivalent to ! under germs of smooth
diffeomorpmsms fixing the origin. •

These dasses axe types At, Dt , E6 , E7 , E g • For purposes of the analysis here, a crucial
property they satisfy is that there exists a weighted homogeneous polynomial that can be
used to represent each of them. These are written down in the following list, in which
the notation Q will refer to a nondegenerate quadratic form in the variables not appearing
explicitly in the canonical form polynomial of each dass. Gf course, the total number of
variables in each polynomial must equal the dimension of &RI .

A n+I :

Dn+I :

E 6 :

E7 :

E 8 :

Recall that one singularity dass a' is said to be adjacent to the singularity dass a, in
which case one writes this as

Ia .-- a,

if a function representing the dass a' appears in the universal tmfolding of a function
representing a.

The adjacency diagram of these 5 dasses of singularities is given in the following diagram:
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Figure 1

To each of tbe funetions fj,j = 1, ... , L, defined above by tbe eovering of sn-I X EYR,),
one has the parameter spaee Zj of dimension mj = dim :J(fj). One now breaks up each
Zj as follows. For eaeh t = 0,1, ... , mj set

Wt(j) = {( E Zj : dim,:J(Fj«(,')) = t at sorne point in Bj}.

To state the main result of the analysis, one must first define certain indices which
detennine the growth or deeay of eertain integrals ansing in the analysis. The definitions of
the indices is in terms of the weights with respeet to whieh fj (Xl, ••• , X n-l ) is hornogeneous.

Let r1(j), ... , rn-I(j) be the weights. Thus, for any t > 0,

f (t ri (j) t rn - l (j) ) tf ( )j Xl, •• ·, X n -1 = j X}, •.• ,Xn-I •

One can choose monomials for the basis of ,:J(fj) and determine their weights, where

Order the weights by magnitude and denote them by °< 81 (j) ~ 82(j) ~ ... ::; Smj (j).
Since fj is simple, Smj (j) < 1. Define

PuU) = 1 - ~uU) .

Secondly, define for each j = 1, ... , L

n-I
f(j) = - L ru(j).

u=l

The significance of this number is given by
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PROPOSITION 3.22.

€(j) = in! { 'Y : lj eir fj (x) b(x) dx = O(T"I) {ar all b E C;:"(Bj ) } •

PROOF: This is proved in {A].•

Simi1arly, define, using notation from (3. ),

e.t(j) = sup{Uj(() : ( E Wt(j)}.

Thirdly, define for each t and j,

Vt(j) = Supu J.lu(j) (e.(j) - e.t(j)],

a~(j) = (inlu Jlu)(mj - L su(j)) - Vt(j)
u

(3.23.1)

(3.23.2)

Finally, define by induction on the codimension the numbers at(j), for t = 0,1, ... , mj

as follows:

Next, set

Aj = { singularity classes adjacent to Ij whose codimension at some point of 8 j = mj-l} .

Set for any t < mj

Then define
at(j) = inl {a~(j),at(j) } .

Evidently, if A j = 0, then at(j) = a~(j) for all t.

The first table below gives the indices of the five singularity types defined above. The
second table gives expressions of aaj) in terms of e.t(j) whenever Ij is one of these five
classes. A useful exercise for the reader would be to verify as many of them as possible.

m(dass) €(dass) supu{llu} in/u{Jlu} m- LSu
u

An+1
1 1 n+2 n+2 n{n +3)

n ---- -- --
2 n+2 2 n+1 2(n+2)

D n+1
1 1 n n2 + 1

n --- n
2 2n n-1 2n

E6 5
5

6
4 5- - -

12 3 2

E7
4 9 26

6 - 9 - -
9 7 9

E8 8
7

15
5 49

- - -
15 4 15
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In the following table, the notation ft, Q'~ is now intended to be read as the value of the
indices, defined in (3.23), when the singularity class of fj is indicated on the left.

Es :

, n + 2 n(n +5)
Ct't = -2- ft + 4(n +1) ,

, n
ll't = nft +--,

n-l
, 5

ll't = 6ft + (3'

, 2
O't = 9ft - '7 '

1 35
O't = 15 f t - 12 '

Looking closely at these values and working out all the values of ll't, one will observe the
following relation,

LEMMA 3.24. For eacb t and j

where mj is the codimension oE fj (the first coltunn of table 1).

The point of trus peculiar observation will be made clear at the end of the proof of
Theorem 3.26.

The main analytic result in [CdV] consists of the following estimates. The proof will not
be given here. Suffice it to say however that the assumption of weighted homogeneity of
the defining equations fj appears to be needed for certain delicate parts of the analysis.

THEOREM 3.25.

(1) H fj is one of the five classes written above, then there exists C > 0 such that for
each t = 0,1, ... , mj and eacb bE C~(8j)

Ilj(T, (, b) IW! (j) I ::; eT - ~ +Et (j) 8 t ,j«() for T sufficiently 1arge ,

where tbe domain of 0 t,j is Wt(j) and

mj-t

0 t ,j«() = rr d«(, Wt+u (j))-lIu (j) for same positive vu(j).
u=l

(2) Ht 'I 0 when fj is of type E7 , or t is arbitrary in a11 other cases, then
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(3) Ht = 0 when fj is type Er then one eRD eboose for 8 o,j(() a funetion of form

~TI d((, Wu(j))-vu(j)(L (rdj»)-1/6
u=l

for same positive vu(j) .

Using Theorem 3.25, oue cau proceed to a sketch of the proof of one of thc main results
proved in [ibid] (in a different fonn than is given there). This theorem essentially says that
the main source of error in Er(w) is the "elementary" estimate (3.7) w hen any possible
singularity exhibited by 'P is simple.

THEOREM 3.26. Let P be a positive definite form on Rn. Assume tbat the germ of the
function

(~,x) E sn-l X OR I ~ 'P(~,x) = (~,x)18'Rl

is Coo equivalent to the germ of a universal unfolding of a simple singularity at any singular
point of 'P( e, .). Tben

w~ 00.

PROOF: Denote the five simple singularity classes by Cl, C2 , C3 , C4 , C~. Suppose that the
classes Cl resp. C2 contain all A k resp. D k • For any ~ and each point x E ~('Pe), the genn
of 'P( e, .) at x therefore belongs to exactly one of these classes.

For each j = 1, ... ,5 and t = 0,1, ... , set

Wt(j) = {e E sn-I: the genn of 'P(e, .) at some singular point has codimension t

and this genn is adjacent to a singularity in class Cj}.

For a given m =f 0 E zn, the vector V m can belong to at most 5 classes.

The discussion below will assume t is axbitrary for Cj # Er and t # 0 if Cj = Er. The
modifications needed in the only other case are Ieft to the reader to discover.

Consider the cone over Wt(j), denoted R+ Wt(j). Let

Bt(j) = {y E Rn : d(y, R+ Wt(j)) ~ 1 } ,

B~(j) = {y E Rn : d(y, R+ Wt(j)) ~ 3/2} ,

and set

At(j) = Bt(j) - Uq>tBq(j)

={y E Rn : d(y, R+ Wt(j)) ~ 1, d(y, R+ Wt+i(j)) > 1, i > O} .

Combining this with (3.25) one gets

Ix(w(m)vm)1 ~ w(m)-i!!.:pl+rr(j) 8 t (vm ) if V m E Wt(j).

One next shows the following two estimates, whose proofs are Ieft to the reader.
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LEMMA 3.27. For each t there exists C, > 0 such that for any ~ E A,(j), and eacb
eE A,(j) for which d(e, e') ~ 1/2, one has

B, ,j(ve) :::; C, S',j (ve' ) .

LEMMA 3.28. Assume tbat f = w-'. Tben for a11 N ::> 1

Combining these two lemmas implies that if V m E W,(j), then

lx(w(m)vm ) p(fm)l ~ C, ( w(Z)-~+ft(j) S',j(vz ) (1 +w-' llzll)-N dz.
lB:;(m)

Since B.1.(m) C B~ n {Hzl! > 1/2} if m E A,(j), one concludes
2 -

L Ix(w(m)vm)p(fm)1 ~ C, ( w(Z)-~+ft(j) 8 t ,i(vz ) (1 +w-'lIzln-N dz
mEAt(j) JB:(j)n{lIzll~1/2} (3.29)

=C tw-1;!P+f tU ) ( llzll-~+f,(j) (1 +w-' IIzll)-N 8"j(vz ) dz.
1B~ (j)n{lIzl1 ~l /2}

Now convert to polar coordinates (r, 8). The second integral in (3.29) now becomes
bounded from above by the product of a constant, possibly different than C" and

which is , by parts 2,3 of (3.25),

~ C' (OO r n;3+ft (j)-Ot(i) (1 +w-'r)-N dr.
11/2 ,

An estimate in w of this latter integral is given by

LEMMA 3.30. For any positive c

['" r<>(l +w-ßr)-N dr = O(w,8(<>+Il) as w -> 00,

wben N » 1, ll' > -1, ß > O.

PROOF: Split the integral into one over the interval [c, wß] and the second over [wß, 00).
Over each interval, one gets the O(WP(O+l») by an elementary calculation.•
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Thus, there exists C; such that

w n / d L Ix(w(m)vm)p(fm)1 ~ C:w~+f,(j)+t[~+fr(j)-adj)].

mEAr(j)
(3.31 )

Using the value for a indicated by (3.8), one now checks that the exponent of w in (3.31)
will be at most the "elementary estimate", stated in the theorem, iff

( ') n - 1 ( ')
€t J ~ ~Qt J .

Since the function v --+ (v - 1) /2v is increasing, and m j ~ n, Lemma 3.24 shows that this
inequality holds for any simple singularity. Finally, since each possible m is included in
at most 5 different At(j), the senes defining E f ( w, ß), ß defined by (3.8), is bounded from
above by the smn

~

w
n

/
d L L L IX(w(m)vm)p{fm)l·

j=l t mEAt(j)

So, the theorem follows. I

Additional Remarks.

(I) The same proof wi th obvious modifications will work if P is weighted homogeneous
and positive definite on Rn (like x 4 + y6).

(2) If oue wants to introduce weights, determined by a rational function <p, defined every
where on Rn, and thereby compare N p(w, <p) and Vp { w, <p), the first problem encountered
is determining the order in W of Vp ( w, <p). This of course is dear if <p = 1. For <p not
constant, in general it is not so dear how one can find a "main term" in the asymptotic
of Vp ( w, <p). Doing this is essential before one even begins to look for an error tenn.

Suppose oue can decompose <p by degree, <p = <pr +<pr-l +... where

'-Pi (tXl, ... ,txn ) = ti<p{ Xl, ..• ,xn ).

Then it is dear that

Thus, if

(3.32)

then the order one wants the error term to grow less than should evidently be (n + r )/ d.
Using the same arguments and notations as in this section, the error term can be written

W~ L A(w(m)vm),O(fm).
m:;tO
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Since the exponents used in this seetion are by definition tulifonn in the amplitudes, the
effect of introducing 'P is not detected in the estimation of this series. As a result, whenever
(3.32) holds, one is assured of a lower order in w for E(w, 'P), that is, the lattice point
problem with weight determined by 'P is geometrie. This may also be the case if (3.32)
faHs. However, the smaller the largest degree is of that homogeneous term of 'P for which
(3.32) holds, the bigger is the estimate for the error relative to Vp( w, 'P). In partieular, it
becomes increasingly less clear that the error does not begin to overwhelm the main term
from Vp ( w, 'P). This is the main danger of not having (3.32) satisfied for 'Pr.

(3) VVhenever (3.32) does hold, the asymptotic

Np(w,'P) - L (L, 'Pi dX ) w"t' = O(w"-'F-O)
i:$;r

implies that

Thus, an integralover R 1 is approximated by a finite SUffi, depending upon a parameter,
and the difference goes to zero as the parameter increases without botuld. The finite SUffi

is over points in R 1 of the form m/w, m E zn. The rate with which the error decays has
been approximated by loeal analysis using singularity theory. This technique should be of
interest in numerieal integration.

(4) The conditions needed to be verified in order that Theorem 3.26 holds are not at all
easy to verify, simply starting from P, unless n = 2. Here, one can only encounter an A k

singularity and the value of k equals the order of vanishing of the curvature along the eurve
8R1 at the singular points.

FrOffi this point of view, it is preferable to analyze the lattice point problem from a
different point of view, one in whieh the error term ean always be shown to be of lower
order, although an explicit estimate may be harder to give. Because such a procedure
would be more general, one should expect the size of the error to be bigger. The analytical
methods of Part 2 do this. An important goal in the analysis of these types of problems is
to eombine (and considerably extend) the geometrie ideas of Seetion 3 with the analytieal
ones from Part 2, with the hope of tulderstanding mueh better the error, for classes of
polynomials P and weights 'P.
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Part 2. Functional methods for some GLPs

In this part, x = (x}, ... , x n ) denotes a variable point of [0, oo)n for section 4 and [1, oo)n
for subsequent sections. One sets IIxlI = max {Xi}, and dx = dx] ... dX n . All polynomials
will be assumed to be defined over R.

Section 4. Elliptic polynomialJ

Given P(x) of degree d, write

P(x) = Pd(x) +Pd-leX) +... +P1(x) +Po, deg Pj = j for each j.

Definition 4.1. P is elliptic on [O,oo)n if for all x

IPd(x)! > ° and IP(x)1 > 0. I

The condition on IPI is not essential but does simplify the discussion below. The reader
will easily be able to modify the discussion if IP(x)1 is allowed to vaIDsh in [O,oo)n.

Remark. An interesting example of an elliptic polynomial arises in number theory. Given
a number field K, a "ray dass" C of K is an equivalence dass of ideals defined by the
relation A 1"0.,1 B Hf A = (a)B, where a E K is "totally positive", that is, each real embedding
of K maps a to a positive number. Shintani showed [Sh] that each ray dass zeta flUlction
can be expressed as a finite SUffi of Dirichlet series D p (s, 'P), of the type defined prior
to Proposition 4.9, where each polynomial P is elliptic on [O,oo)n. (Although he did not
explicitly state this, it is dear from his construction, that the "norm form" polynomials
appearing in bis analysis, are in fact elliptic and defined over R.) A consequence of Theorem
4.10, proved in this section, is then a completely "elementary" analytic continuation of auy
ray dass zeta function. I

Let ep = Q/T where Q, T are also elliptic on [O,oo)n. Set

e = degQ,f = degT,b = e - f.

For w > 0 set

N(w,ep) = ~ c.p(m)
{mENn:IP(m)l~w}

This section will show

and V(w,ep)=j epdx.
{IPI~w }n[l ,oo)n
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THEOREM 4.2. (Mahler) There exists () > 0 such that

N(w,ep) - V(w,ep) = 0 (V(w,ep)/w 9
) •

That is, the lattice point problem with 'Rw = {x E [1,00)n : IP(x)1 ~ w} is a GLP
whenever P, Q, T are elliptic on [O,oo)n.

Note. The discussion below will assume that Pd, TI, Qe > 0 and P > 0 on [0, oo)n. The
trivial changes needed if some of the signs are negative are left to the reader. •

Simple growth estimates become available immediately from the ellipticity condition.
First, ellipticity implies the existence of Cl > 0 such that

Thus,

PROPOSITION 4.3. For all x E [O,oo)n

Pd(x) 2:: clllxll d

Q e ( x) 2:: Cl 11 xII e

TI(x) 2:: clllxll / . •

Secondly, writing

()
~ Pj(x)

pX=LJ--
. Pd(x)
1=0

e-l

q(x) = L Qj(x)
i=O Qe(X)

I-I Ti(X)
t( X) = ?= T (x) ,

1=0 I

one sees that for each x

P(x) = Pd(x) [1 +p(x)] ,

Q(x) = Qe(x) [1 + q(x)] ,
T(x) = Tf(x) [1 + t(x)] .

It is clear that

Thus,

p(x),q(x),t(x) = 0 (II~II) .
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Tbere exists C > 0 such tbat for a11 x E [O,oo)n

P(x) ~ Cllxll d

Q(x) ~ Cllxlle
T(x) ~ Cllxllf .

PROOF: The proofwill be given ooly for P and the similar details for the other polynomials
are left to the reader.

There exists R > 0 such that IIxll ~ R implies Ip(x)1 ~ 1/2. Thus,

So, 11 x 11 ~ R implies
Cl d

P(x) ~ Pd(x)/2 ~ "2llxll .

On the compact set [0, oo)n n {IlxII ~ R}, there exists C2 > 0 such that P(x) 2: C2' Thus,
there exists C3 > 0 such that C2 2: c311xlld if Hxll ~ R. Now set C = miniC3, cl/2} to prove
the proposition. •

Remark. Gf course one also has upper bounds of exactly the same form with a possibly
different constant. •

Thirdly, if x E [1,00)n and w denotes any point in sn-l n[O,oo)n then there exist smooth
functions U i (w) ,j = 1, ... , n such that

xj=1+ruj(w) j=l, ... ,n,

defines a coordinate change whose jacobean equals r n - l drdw. Set I = (1, ... , 1). The point
U (w) = (u I ( W ), ••• , U n (w )) is denoted by w unless it is helpful to emphasize otherwise. In
these coordinates one writes

The functions

P(x) = per +rw) = Pd(r +rw) (1 +per + rw))

= rdPd(w +1/r) (1 +p(I + rw))

Q(x) = reQe(w +I/r) (1 +q(I +rw)) ,

T(x) = rfTj(w + I/r) (1 + t(l + rw») .

Qe(w +I/r) (1 +q(I + rw)) Tf(w +I/r) (1 + t(l + rw))

(4.6)

are necessarily smooth functions on [1,00) X sn-l with values in some interval not con
taining the origin.
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Note. Introduce the notation. Giyen the multiindex J = (j1 , ••. , j n),

One now expands out the Pd factor using Taylor's formula (in the original x coordinates)

Ellipticity of Pimplies Pd(W) > 0 for each w. Now define

It is clear there exists B > 0 such that for each J

I
p(J)(w) I

d < B
J!Pd(W)

Thus, since each IJI 2: 1, one concludes

for all w E 5 n - 1 n [O,oo)n.

P(r,w) = 0 G) (4.7)

Moreover, combining (4.4) and (4.7), one observes the existence of R > 0 such that r ~ R
implies for all w E 5 n - 1 n [O,oo)n

]p(r,w)l::; 1/2 and IP(r,w)l::; 1/2.

Thus, the definitions of p, P imply

(-1 ) 1 l:oo Ai(W)p +rw =-. .
r r l

i=O

d-l ()

p{I + rw) = ~ . '" B i ~ ,
r LJ r l

i=O

(4.8.1)

(4.8.2)

where each Ai{w), Bi(w) is a rational function of u{w) that is bounded over 5 n - 1 , and the
series converges absolutely and unifonnly over [R, 00) X sn-I,
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Theorem 4.2 follows from the more precise result Theorem 4.10. To fonnulate this, one
introduces the two functions

" <p(m)
Dp(s,ep) = L.J P(rn).'

mEN"

1 ep(x)
[p(s,ep) = p( )"dx.

[1,00)" x

One first observes

PROPOSITION 4.9. D p(s, ep), [p( s, ep) are analytic if 0' > (n + 8)/d.

PROOF: Restricted to [1,00)n, the growth of P, Q, T given in (4.5) implies that for any
xE[1,00)n

P(x) > C(XI xn)d/n ,

ep(x) < C(XI Xnr~/n .

Thus,

I r ~dxl < ( .!f....dx
J[I,oo)" p" - J[I,oo)" pu

1 ~<c-u (Xl"'Xn) " dx.
[1,00)"

Clearly, if (-da +8)/n < -1, then the integral converges. This implies [pes, 'P) is analytic
if 17 > (n + 8)/d, as claimed. The proof for absolute convergence of D p(s, 'P) in this
halfplane is similarly easy and left to the reader. •

THEOREM 4.10.

(1) [p (s, 'P) admi ts an analytic continuation as a meromorphic function on C.
(2) The first pole of [p(s,'P) is simple and occurs at s = (n + 8)/d.
(3) Tbere exists M > 0 sucb tbat for any 0'1 < 0'2 ~ (n + 8)/d and f > 0 tben there

exists a constant C = C(f, 171 , 0'2) so tbat

IIp(s,'P)1 < C (1 + ItIM(~-U)+E) ,

for a11 17 E [(11, (12] and [tl;::: 1.
(4) Dp(s,<p) admits an analytic continuation as a meromorpmc function on C.
(5) The first pole of Dp(s,ep) is simple and occurs at s = (n +8)/d.
(6) There exists J.l > 0 sucb that jE (11 < (12 ~ (n + 8)/d BIld f > 0 tben there exists

C' = C'( €, (11, (12) so that

IDp(.s,ep)1 < C' (1 + Itll!(~-U)+E) ,

for a11 (1 E [ab 0'2] and Itl ;::: 1.
(7) Dp(s,ep) - [p(s,cp) is analytic at s = (n + 8)/d.
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Remark. The estimate in part (3) is much weaker than what can be proved using more
detailed arguments. The argument used to establish (6) shows that one can take Jl = nd.
The proof of (4.10) will follow Mahler's with some (evident) modifications, needed to deal
with [pes, <p), rather than the integral taken over all of [O,oo)n, which is what Mahler used.

•
PROOF OF "THEOREM 4.10 IMPLIES THEOREM 4.2": The needed observation comes from
the pair of equations, valid for any c > n/d :

1 l c
+

ico
dsNp(w,<p) = -2. Dp(s,<p)w lJ
_,

1rt c-ioo S

1 l c
+

ico
dsVp(w,<p) =-. [p(s,<p)w lJ
-.

21rt c-ico s

(4.11.1)

(4.11.2)

(4.11.1) is Perron's formula, cf. (B-l). The proof of the second equation is an exercise
with MeIlin inversion and uses the existence of / > 0, k E Z+, B =I 0, such that

as weIl as the fact that Vp( w, <p) = °for y < 1, a corollary of (4.5).

Set
vp(w, <p) = right side of (4.11.2).

Then Mellin inversion implies that

A weIl known identity states that for w > 0 a regular value of P,

,( ) 1 cp dxVp w,cp = --,
{p=w}n[l,co)n dP

where <p dx / dP denotes the Leray residue of <p dx / (P - w) along {P = w}. Thus, for (j » 1,

So, vp(w,<p) and Vp(w,cp) are both the Mellin inversion of [p(s,<p)/s and must therefore
be equal.

Now (4.11.1), (4.11.2), combined with (4.10) and the standard residue argument used
in Part 1, evidently shows (4.2). •
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The rest of Section 4 will be devoted to proving Theorem 4.10 along the lines of Mahler's
original argument. It is hopefully instructive for the reader to compare this "elementary"
argument with the general argument of section 5.

PROOF OF PARTS (1)-(3): Choose R so that (4.8.1) is satisfied. Then

lp(s,<.p) = ll(S) + l2(s),

where

ll(S) = { (OO r
n

-
1
<p(r,w) drdw

} $n-l n[o,oo)n } R Per, W)6

1 l R n-1 ( )
l2(8) = r <.p r,w dr dw.

sn-1n[O,oo)n 0 P(r,w)6

By (4.1) and (4.5), P is never zero over the compact subset of Rn that is the domain of
integration for l2(s). Thus, it is clear that l2(s) is entire. Moreover, the growth estimate
asserted in part (3) of (4.10), is easily verified for l2(s). So, it suffices to argue for ll(S).

To do this, one writes P as in (4.6) and expands out the factors (1 +p) -6, and (1 +P)-6
via Taylor's fonnula with remainder. For each integer h ;::: 1,

(1+ p)-' = ~ (7) pi +h(~s) ph . [(1- v)h-i (1 +vp)-·-h dv,

(1 + P)-' = ~ (7) pi + h(~s) ph . [(1 - v)h-l (1 + vP)-·-h dv.

Using (4.8.2), one derives an explicit expression of each power of P resp. pas a polynomial
in l/r resp. an absolutely convergent series in 1/r that converges uniformly over sn-I.
Moreover, one has the estimates which are uniform in w

Iphl -< r- h and lphl < r- h •

A simple calculation also shows that the only term without a factor of l/r in (1 +P)-6 (1 +
p)-6 is the constant 1. Thus,

(4.13)

where

(1) Each Ci(S,W) is polynomial in s, rational in u(w), and bounded over sn-I.
(2) 06,w(r-h) denotes a function that is polynomial in s, rational in u(w), bounded over

sn-I, and which satisfies the estimate:
there exists C > 0 such that for Isl ;::: 1, r ;::: R,

(4.14)

uniformly in w.
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It follows from a simple argument that uses the polax coordinate expressions for Q, T that
(4.13) gives an analytic continuation of 11(8) into the region

n+6-h
(1) d

as a meromorphic function with a simple pole at 8 = (n + 6)/d with residue equal to

and with any other pole possibly occurring at 8 = n±J-i, i = 1, ... , h - 1. The growth
estimate of part (3) follows easily from (4.14) by choosing M = d, and using a simple ar
gument of convexity, based upon Phragman-Lindelöf. An argument of this type is detailed
in [Sa-2, 6.1]. This completes the proof of parts (1)-(3) of Theorem 4.10.

Needed for the rest of the proof of (4.10) is the following simple extension of (1 )-(3).

LEMMA 4.15. For any differential monomial D;, lJI ;::: 1, and F = P, Q, T,

li D;F(x) -o( 1 )
Ilzll~oo F(x) - [lxll lJI .

PROOF: Since D1 F is a sum of polynomials of degree at most deg F - IJI, the asserted
limit follows immediately from (4.5).•

Now, for multiindices BI,'." B ll , Cl,' .. , Cl2 =I=- 0, set B = (BI,"" Bit)' and C =
(Cl,' .. , CI2 ). Define IBI = IBII +... + IBl1 1 with the same definition for leI. Now define

The proof of paxts (1), (3) of (4.10) extend straightforwardly to each 1B,C(S). This is left
to the reader to establish. Of parlicular interest here however is the approximation of the
first pole.

PROPOSITION 4.16. The first possible pole oE any 1B ,c(s) must be smaller than (n +o)/d.
In particular, 1B,C(8) is analytic iE a > n±6-1: 1- IC1 •

PROOF: It suffices to show that 1B,C(S) is analytic in a halfplane containing a > (n+8)/d.
Combining Propositions 4.9 and (4.15), it is clear that there exists C > 0 such that for all
xE [l,oo)n
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Thus, I B ,c(s) is analytic if U > n+6-~I-ICI. I

PROOF OF PARTS (4)-(7): These will follow easily from (1)-(3) and the Euler-Maclaurin
formula extended to n variables. Thus, one must insure that the decay condition (C-4) is
satisfied by D~(ep / pa) for any index 1. An elementary exercise, left to the reader, shows
that this function can be written as a linear combination of all possible functions of the
fonn

(4.17)

where
BI + ... + Btt + Cl + ... + Ct2 = 1

and the coefficients are polynomials in s with integral coefficients. Thus, (4-16) implies
that (C-4) is satisfied over the interval [1,00) in each coordinate plane.

As discussed in Appendix C, the Euler-Maclaurin summation fonnula constructs for each
k = 1,2, ... , numbers Ct(k), i = 0,1, ... , k - 1, and a periodic Coo function Uk(U), where
U denotes a coordinate on R, so that if J(v. + iv) is any holomorphic function satisfying
(C-4), then

~ f(v) = [0 f(u)du +~ ci(k)j<il(l) +1= uk(u)f(kl(u) du.

The precise values of the ei(k) and expressions of Uk are given in the appendix.

Set, for each k = 1,2, ... and i = 0, 1, ... , k - 1

h~ k) ( u) = Ci ( k)

hik)(u) = Uk(U).

One now sets k = 1 and iterates the Euler-Maclaurin summation fonnula n-times to
show

PROPOSITION 4.18. Hu > (n+b)/d, and 1= (iI, ... ,in ), then
1 1

Dp(s,ep) = L ... L 1 h~~)(X1) ... h~:)(Xn)D;(;a)dx
it=O in=O [1,oo)n

1

=Ip(s,lp)+ L 1 h~~)(xd···h~~l(Xn)D~(;.)dx. I
i

t
, ... ,in =0 [1,00) n
1#0

Moreover, one observes that Proposition 4.16 implies that for each 1 =1= (0, ... ,0),

1 hl~l(xl)· .. hl~l(Xn)D!(;.) dx iunalytic if U > n + ~ - 1 . (4.19)
[1,oo)n

One can then repeat this procedure k > 1 times. In this way one proves
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PROPOSITION 4.20. HO'> (n +8)/d then

(1)

Thus, there exist constants c(I) for each I f:. (0, ... ,0) E X~ so that

(2)

As in (4.19) one 0 bserves that for any I E XI:

(4.21)

Thus, fonnula (1), combined with the analytic continuability of each IB,c(s), detennines an
analytic continuation of Dp(s, cp) into the region 0' > n±S-k as a meroroorphic function.

By Proposition 4.16, it is then clear that Dp(s, c.p) must have a pole at s = (n + 8)/d
and Dp(s,c.p) - Ip(s,c.p) roust be analytic at s = (n + 8)/d. This proves (4), (5), (7) of
the theorem. In any vertical strip of finite width, contained in Itl 2::: 1, the proof of part
(3), applied to each IB,c(s) iroplies immediately the polynomial growth of Dp(s, cp) in any
such strip. This proves (6) and completes the proof of Theorem 4.10. •

Additional Remarks.
(1) The extension of Mahler's argument to elliptic polynomials on Rn is straightforward
by adapting Euler-Maclaurin so as to give a summatory formula for aseries taken over
zn rather than Nn. A different (but essentially related) method of studying such a lat
tice point problem, using analytic methods, has been carried out by Bochner [Bo], using
Poisson summation (not surprisingly). Indeed, the approach taken by Randol and Colin
de Verdiere, cf. Section 3, while directed at the contribution that geometry makes to the
error tenn, starts with the analytic point of view taken by Bochner.

(2) Instead of aseries, like D p(s, c.p), defined over Nn, one often wants, in problems of
a diophantine approximation nature, to SUfi over lattice points inside sorne semialgebraic
subset of Rn. It appears to be very difficult to give an analytic continuation of the Dirichlet
series, so obtained, using the methods in [Ma-1]. In [Ma-2], Mahler was able to analyze the
functional properties of a Dirichlet series when summed over the lattice points of a cone
in [0,(0)2 with the special property that the slope of a boundary ray of the cone was a
quadratic irrationality ,. The polynomial P continued to be elliptic on [0,00)2. By a very
pretty and clever argument, Mahler used the periodicity of the continued fraction for , to
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deterrnine an analytic continuation of the senes to the entire splane as a meromorphic
function. Remarkably, the nature of the polar locus of this function is considerably different
than that obtained in Theorem 4.10. Mahler discovered that there could be countably
many poles on verticallines, not just rational poles. Moreover, the imaginary parts of
the nonrational poles depended upon the fundamental unH of the field generated by ;.
One could not hope to obtain such a property using geometrie eonsiderations only. This
iodieates the subtle and different nature of this type of problem, for which a sueeessful
analysis requires a combination of arithmetie and geometrie reasoning. •

Section 5. Hypoelliptic polynomial"

A natural extension of the class of elliptic polynomials on [O,oo)n is the class of hy
poelliptic polynomials on [l,oo)n. Unlike elliptics, the top order term is in some sense
not significant for a hypoelliptic polynomial. Only the relative behavior at iofinity of the
polynomial with its partial derivatives is important. As a result, the geometry at infinity
for a hypoelliptic polynomial can be more varied than an elliptic polynomial.

Definition 5.1. P is hypoelliptic on [l,oo)n if for each differential monomial D:

!im
I1xll-oo

xE[l,oo)n

In this section P will always denote a hypoelliptic polynomial on [l,oo)n that is defined
over R.

Hörmander [Hö, eh. 11] found a class of hypoelliptics exhibiting the relative insignifi
cance of the top order term.

Example. Let Q be any polynomial of degree 6 and R any elliptic polynornial on [0, oo)n
of degree r E [2k6 -2(k -1), 2k8). Set P = Q2k +R. Then, Pis hypoelliptic on [l,"oo)n. •

The following property was proved by Hörmander [ibid].

PROPOSITION 5.2. There exist c, C, D > 0 such that

Implicit in (5.2) is the possibility that P(x) can equal O. However, this can only occur
on a compact subset of [1, 00) n .

Recall that d = degree P. One concludes

COROLLARY 5.3. There exist a, C, D > 0 with a ;::: cd such tbat

IP(x)1 ~ CllxWY jE Ilxll ~ D.
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Definition 5.4. The Lojasiewicz exponent of P at infinity is the largest a for wmch for
some D, C > 0 one has

IP(x)1 ~ Cllxllo if Ilxll ~ D.

Denote this exponent by apo Set Cp to be the largest C for which the inequality in (5.2)
holds. Ca.ll this the hypoellipticity exponent of P. •

Remark 5.5.
(1) It is clear that ap ~ d. H P is elliptic, then ap = d.
(2) The above inequalities imply that outside a compact subset of [l,oo)n, the sign of P
is constant. For simplicity, one assurnes in the following that the sign is positive. •

Now let <p = Q/T where Q, T are both hypoelliptic on [1, oo)n. Again, for simplicity, one
assumes that <p is positive outside a compact subset of [1, oo)n. One can then choose positive
constants a, D so that (5.3) holds for P, Q, T. In addition, an elementary calculation shows
that a positive constant c* exists so that (5.2) also holds for <po

Define Np(w,<p), Vp(w,<p) RB in Section 4. The main result of tms section is

THEOREM 5.6. There exists () > 0 such that

A sketch of the proof that hypoelliptics determine a GLP folIows.

Choose D I > D2 > 0 so that (5.3) holds if lIxll ~ Di, i = 1,2. Define

Dp(s,ep) = L
mEN"

T·P(m)#O

<p(m)
P(m)1J .

Now let X denote a Coo function with values in [0,1] and satisfying the property

x(x) = { ~
if Ilxll ~ D I

if IIxll ~ D2 •

Thus, for any differential monomial D: of positive order,

(5.7)

Set

Next, let K} ~ K2 be compact subsets of [1, oo)n such that {P = O} n [1, oo)n C K I •

Further, using the notations of Section 4, let lI, 12 be any nonnegative integers, L be any
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nonzero multiindex, and set B resp. C to denote p.1 resp. p.2 tuples of multiindices whose
swn is L. The notation B + C is also used to denote this sumo Define

(*)

<p
·-dxP8 .

A simple estimation argument, similar to (4.9), uses (5.2)-(5.4) to show

PROPOSITION 5.8. D pes, <p, X), 1p(s, <p, X), and each funetion defined in (*) are analytie
and absolute1y convergent if Cf > n/etp.

Following the argument gjven in the proof of parts 4-7 of Theorem 4.10, one coo
cludes that the integral represeotations gjven in (4.20) of Dp(s, <p, X) axe valid whenever
u > n/ap. Although the 1(L, s, <p, X) are the functions that actually appeax in these rep
resentations, the important analytic continuation properties are fotll1d in the 1L(S, <p, X).
This is the point of

LEM MA 5.9. The following dHferences of tbe fune tions defined above are a11 entire functions
of S.

(1) Dp(s,<p) - Dp(s,ep,X)'
(2) 1p(s,<p)-1p(s,ep,X)'
(3) 1(L, s, <p, X) - 1L(S, <p, X).

PROOF: (1) is clear since the difference is a finite SUffi of functions of the form (1 
x(m))/P(m)8. (2) is dear since the difference is an integral over a compact subset on
which P is never O. Similarly, (5.7) implies that (3) is a finite SUffi of integrals, each of
which is supported on a compact subset over which P is never O. I

Thus, it suffices to study the functional properties of [p(s, <p, X) and each 1L(s, 'P, X).
One notes from the discussion in Section 4 that each 1L(s, <p, X) is a linear combination
(with coefficients in Z[s] of degree ILI-1 in s) ofthe 1B,C(s,<p,X), withB+C = L. Thus,
it suffices to determine the functional properties of 1p(s, <p, X), and any 1B,c(s, <p, X).

Following the "tauberian prograrn" of Section 4, Theorem 5.6 will then follow from
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(#)

(##)

THEOREM 5.10.

(1) Dp(s, 'P, X), Ip(s, 'P, X) and each IB,C(s, 'P, X) ean be eontinued to the entire splane
as meromorphie fWlctions with rational poles.

Let PI ('P) resp. Al ('P) denote tbe iirst pole oE D p(s, 'P, X) resp. I p(s, 'P, X).
(2) PI ('P) = Al ('P).

Let p('P) denote tbe eommon value of PI ('P),..\1 (c,o).
(3) D p(s, 'P, X) - lp( s, 'P, X) is analytie at p(c,o).
(4) Tbere exist Il, M > 0 such that for any 0'1 < 0"2 ~ P and E > 0 one can find

C = C( E, 0"1,0"2) so tbat for any u E [u}, U2], ,Itl ~ 1 and C

IDp(s, 'P, X) I < C (1 + ItllJ(p(lp)-ad+t)

jIp(s, 'P, x)1 < CMa
,

IIB,C(S, 'P, x)1 < CMa
.

Remarks.
(1) As in the proof of Theorem 4.10, one can choose Il = nd for the constant in part (4).
Different values for Jl have been given in [Li-2,3].

(2) An appealing, but probably naive, conjecture, in light of (5.5), is that

n
p(c,o) = -.

ap
(5.11)

For t his would give a charaeterization of t he first pole of Dp ( s , 'P), Ip ( s, I.p) via the geometry
of 'P, P at infinity. (5.11) would extend to hypoelliptics the relation, proved in Theorem
4.10, between the first pole of a Dirichlet series and the Lojasiewicz exponent determined by
elliptie polynomials. The analogous assertion for the local isolated hypersurface singularity
ease would claim, for example, that the largest root of the loeal b-function was controlled
solely by the multiplicity of the defining function, which is known not to be the case, cf. [Ig].
In general, a perhaps more reasonable question to consider is a geometrie characterization
for an estimate of ....!!.... - p. I

Op

SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM 5.10: One sees, using the expression for Dp(s, 'P, X),
given by (4.20), and by the above reductions, that the proof splits into two parts:

Claim 1. For any pair of tuples of multiindices B,C, the funetions Ip(s, c,o, X) and
IB,C(S, 'P, X), admit analytie eontinuations to the splane as meromorphic fWlctions with
rational poles and sat isfy the growth estimate (##) of (4).

Claim 2. The first pole of Ip(s, 'P, X) is strietly larger than the first pole of any
lB,c(s, 'P, X) if n or C do not both consist of zero veetors.

Remark 5.12. Claim 1 has been established in [Li-3] while Claim 2 is proved in [Li-4].
An alternative proof can be based upon an argument of Bochner and is sketched at the end
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of this section. These assertions can be viewed as analogues of the weIl known properties
established for the distributions PJ: on S(Rn), defined by

t.p ~ [ t.p P±dx .
Jp~o

The general significance of these distributions was first emphasized by Gelfand. Two proofs
of the analytic continuation of these distributions are known. The first uses resolution of
singularities, cf. [Ati], [Be~Ge], while the second uses the ftulctional equation and b
function [Be}.

In [Li-1,2,3} the functional equation at infinity was used to prove parts (1), (4) of The
orem 5.10. In parlicular, the "moderate growth" of the senes outside the domain of aIl

alyticity was proved using the functional equation, just like the reflection type functional
equation (2.4) yielded the growth estimate (2.5) for the Diriehlet series determined by a
positive definite quadratic form. However, it seems to be difficult, so far, to use the general
algebraic functional equation to establish the relatively precise analytic properties (2), (3).
For purposes of a unified discussion, the proof of Claims 1,2, given here, will therefore be
based upon resolution of singularities at infinity. •

Since the analysis needed to prove both claims is carried out at infinity, it is first neces
sary to define the following objects.

Deflnit ionsINotat ions.

1) The ehart at infinity in (PI R)n will be denoted (Rn, (Wb' .. , w n )). The hyperplane
at infinity {Wl ... W n = O} is denoted H oo . The notations l/w resp. dw are used to denote
the point (l/Wl" .. ,1/wn ) reEp. the differential dWl ... dw n .

2) Define the rational f\ll1ctions

1
R(w) =def P(l/w)'

~(w) =de/ t.p(l/w) .

The letter X will also be used to denote the function X(l/w).

3) Set

11 [DBO ] 12 [Deo P]
'7B.C(W) = X· II x' 'f' .n ~ (l/w).

1=1 t.p 1=1

It is clear that TJB,C is defined over the set (O,l]n in the chart at infinity. Moreover, by
(5.2), one sees the existence of c', C' > 0 such that for each B, C

ITJB,C(W) I < C'IWI ... wnlc' .
Thus, for each pE 8[0, l]n n Hoo

lim TJB,C(W) = o.
w-p

wE(O,I]n
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Note. In the following one fixes a particular B,C and then drops the subscript from 1]

whenever there is no possibility of confusion. •

The proof of Claims (1), (2) is based upon analyzing the integrands in Ip(s, C{J, X), Is,c(s, f.{), X),
using aresolution of singularities.

There exist a nonsingular real algebraic manifold Y and projective morphism 7r : Y -t

(Rn, (w}, .. . ,w n )) such that the following properties are satisfied.

(5.14)

i) There exists a divisor V C Y so that 7r : Y - V -t Rn is an isomorphism onto its
lmage;

ii) V is a normally crossing divisor. That is, V = UVa where each Va is smooth and
at each point p E V the set of divisors containing p are mutually transverse;

iii) The divisor determined by

n n

[TI (Wi -1)· TI Wi • R· 4>. X '1]] 07r

i=l i=l

has support in V (so that it too is locally normal crossing);
iv) (0, l)n n 7r(V) = 0.

Thus, (O,l)n is disjoint from the locus of blowing up detennined by 7r.

Next, one takes an open polydisc U containing [O,l]n in the chart at infinity and sets

x = 7r-1 (U)

D=VnX

B = 7r-1(O,l)n n X .

An elementary observation is the

LEMMA 5.15.

i) aB cD.
ii) BnD=aB.

PROOF: (i) follows from (5.14)(iii). To verify (ii), one notes that (5.14)(i,iv) imply

Moreover, since 7r is continuous, 7r-1 (0, l)n is open in X and equals int(B). Thus, BnD =
aB n D = aB by (i). •

A second elementary result will also be needed below. For each point q E aB there
exists an open neighborhood Uq and coordinates (z}, ... ,Zn), defined in Uq and centered
at q, such that

(5.16)
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A "sign distribution" is a funetion

e: {1, ... ,n} -+ {+,-}.

To eaeh sign distribution one defines an open subset of any Uq by setting

0(. = {z E Uq : e(i)zi > 0, for each i = 1, ... ,n}.

One notes that the only geometrie property of interest possessed by these sets is their
disjointness from D.

LEMMA 5.17. For each q E aB tbere exists a set cq oE sign distributions such that

PROOF: By (5.14)(i) and (5.15)(i), it is clear that

Suppose for some EO that int(B) nUq n OfO =f. 0. Further, suppose that 0(0 i int(B) nuq •

Then, Lemma (5.15) and (5.16) imply that

0(.0 n (int(B) nUq ) =f. 0 and 0(.0 n (Be nUq ) =f. 0
but 0(.0 n (aB nUq ) = 0.

Since 0(.0 is connected this decomposition of 0(.0 inta two disjoint open subsets cannot
occur. Thus, 0(0 C int(B) nUq . This implies Lemma (5.17). I

To each irreducible component Da of D one defines the following orders.

Ma=ordDo:Ro7'l",

m a = ordDo: cI> 0 7'l" ,

/\,a = ordDa 1J 0 7'l",

la = ordDa Jac(7'l") - ordDo:(wI··· w~) 07'l",

where Jac(1r) denotes the jacobian of 7'l".

To eaeh Da for which M a i= 0 and e E N, define the ratios

( D )
_ -(e+la+ma)

p e, 0' - M
a

ß( D) = -(e+ "'0' +10 +ma )
e, a M

a
.

If MO' = 0 one sets p(e, Da) = ß(e, Da) = -00, for each e.
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Define
(5.19)

Note. As will be explained below, the regularization procedure, described in [G-S, chs.
1,3], can be applied very naturally to detennine the analytic continuation of [pes, <f', X),
[B,C(S, 'P, X)· In light of this, it becomes clear that p(l, Da) resp. ß(l, Da) are possible
values for the jirJt pole of [pes, 'P, X) resp. IB,c(s, 'P, X). Thus, any pole of [pes, 'P, X) is at
most p(7l'"), and any pole of IB,c(s,'P,X) is at most ß(1r). I

A key step in the proof of Theorem 5.10 is therefore the proof of the inequality

This will follow immediately from

p( 7r) > ß(7l'" ). (5.20)

LEM M A 5.21. Suppose q is a point in aB such that 7r(q) E H00' Let Da be any component
of D containing q. Then K a > O.

PROOF: Assurne there exists a point q E aB with 1r(q) E Hoo for which "-0' ~ 0 for
some divisor Da' containing q. Let Uq denote a neighborhood of the point so that (5.16)
holds. Assurne that coordinates are chosen so that the divisor Da' satimes the property
Da' n Uq = {ZI = O}. There exists at least one sign distribution f so that OE C int(B)nUq •

Given any point p = (PI,p') E o~ the path v(t) = (1 - t)p + t(O, p'), t E [0,1) is entirely
contained in Oi:' By definition, one has that .

ordt (7] 0 7r 0 v) = "-0' .

Thus, K a ' .:::; 0 implies
lim 7] 0 7r 0 v( t) =F 0 .
t-O

On the other hand, Oi: C int(B) nUq implies that for all t > 0, 1r 0 v(t) E (0, l)n. Moreover,
as t -+ 0, 1r 0 v(t) approaches a point in Hoo . Thus, by (5.13) the limit of 7] along the path
11" 0 v(t) roust equal O. So, the point q with the above properties fiust not exist. This proves
the Lemma. I

An entirely similar argument that uses (5.2), as expressed in the (Wh' .. ,wn ) coordi
nates, shows the important

LEMMA 5.22. Supposeq is apoint ofaB such that 11"(q) E H oo ' Let Da be any component
of D containing q. Then Mo > O. Moreover, iE q E aB is such that 1r(q) rt Hoo then
Mo = 0 [or any component Da containing q.

Remark 5.23. Geometrically, Lemma 5.22 says that the strict transform of the denomi
nator of R(w) is a component of D that is düjoint from B in X. That is, the polar divisor
of R 0 11"lx cannot intersect B. This property is very useful because it implies that the
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regularization procedure of Gelfand-Shapiro-Shilov can be applied in essentially the same
manner as has been done to find the first pole of the distributions PJ:, cf. [Ig, Li-5, Va]. •

Furnished with these preliminary observations, one can now proceed to the

P~OOF OF CLAIMS (1), (2): In light of (5.20), it evidently suffices to show,

(1') Ip(s, 4', X), resp. IB,c( s, 4', X) can be analytically continued as meromorphic
functions with po,J3ible poles contained in the set {p( e, Da)} e,a resp. in the set
{ß(e, Da)}e,a'

(1") The analytically continued ftulctions satisfy the growth estimate (##) of part (4)
in the statement of Theorem 5.10.

(2') p(1r) ü the first pole of Ip(s, 4', X).
By (5.20), it will suffice to prove (1'), (1"), (2') for Ip(s, 4', X) ooly. The proof of (1'), (1")

for IB,c(s, 4', X) is similar and left to the reader. (5.20) is then invoked to establish that
the first pole of Dp(s,<p,X) can only equal the first pole of Ip(s,4',X).

One has for er > n/o:p,

Ip(s, 4', X) = r R 3 cpX 2 dw 2
J[0,11 n W 1 ••• W n

1·' 1. a dw= def 1m R cp X 2 2
(-0 [(,1]" w 1 ••• W n

=l (R 0 7r)"(<p . X 0 7r)J7r*( w~ ~~ w~)1,

where 11r·(dw/wi ... w~)l denotes a density on X.

Since 1r is proper and B is a closed subset of the compact set 1r-1 [0, l]n, B is also
compact. For each q E B there exists an open neigborhood Uq so that (5.16) holds Hf
q E aB. The open cover {Uq } of B admits a finite open subcover {Ui} ~1' where Ui is
centered at qi. One now takes a finite partition of unity {vc } subordinate to the cover
{Ud. Thus, for er > n/ap

One next fixes an arbitrary Ui . One chooses the coordinates centered at qi so that

Ui nD = Uj=1 {Zj = O}.

Assume that {f1, ... , fR( i)} are the sign distributions so that 0(./1 C i nt(B) n Ui, k =
1, ... ,R(i). Define for each j = 1, ... ,r

Mj(i) = ordDj (R 0 1r)

mj(i) = ordDj (",. X 0 1r)

ij(i) = OrdDj 11r·(dw/wi ... w~)l.
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By keeping Ui sufficiently small, one observes that Lemma 5.22 implies that Mj(i) ~ 0 for
each i, j.

Next, define for each i = 1, ... , N

( . ( ))=#{"" -(1 + "fj(i) + mj(i) = ( )}
V t, P 7r ] . Mj( i) P 7r ,

and set
3(p(7r)) = {i : v(i,p(7r)) 2:: 1}.

By definition, 3 (p( 7r )) f. 0. In this regard, one should also note that r = 0 is possible.
This occurs Hf qi E int(B). In this case, each Mj(i) = 0 and i rt. J"(p(7r)).

It now follows that the Gelfand-Shapiro-Shilov regularization method [G-S] applies to
the integral over each open set 0 l" ,k = 1, ... , R(i) and i = 1, ... , N. One thereby obtains
an analytic continuation of each summand on the right side of (5.25). This proves (1'). The
growth estimate of (##) is an easy consequence of the explicit expressions that determine
the regularization. This is left to the reader to verify.

Thus, it suffices to prove (2'). This is done as follows. Assume that i E J"(p(7r)), so that
the principal part at s = p(7r) of

consists of at most v(i,p(7r)) nonzero tenns. One then shows that the term of order equal
to v(i, p(7r )) must be positive.

Note. When one i is fixed, i, p(7r) are subsequently dropped as the argument for v. •

After reindexing, if necessary, one may 8Bsume that

. -(l+1'j(i)+mj(i))
{]: Mj(i) = p(7r)} = {1,2, ... ,v}.

One sets z' = (ZI/+1, ... , zn)'

Then the contribution from Ui to the tenn of order v in the principal part has the form

(5.26)

where the following properties are satisfied:

(1) (1/+1, ... , (n > -1, (cf. [Va] where this property was first used for a related prob
lem);

(2) 91 (z') is the restrietion to n}=1 D j of the strict transfonn of R 0 7r in Uj;
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(3) g2(Z') is tbe restrietion to nj=l Dj of tbe product of the strict transform of c} 0 1r

and (a eontinuous extension of) XI 0 1r in Ui;
(O,l]n

(4) g3(Z') ia the restrietion to nj=l D j oftbe striet transfonn ofthe quotient of IJac(1r)1
with w~ ... w~ in Ui.

From Lemma 5.22 and the positivity of P . Cf' • X over all but a eompact subset of [l,oo)n
(cf. (5.5)), one eonc1udes that 91 (z'), g2( z'), g3( Z') are finite and po~itive over the domain
of integration in (5.26). Moreover, sinee {vc } fonns a partition of unity, one eonc1udes that
the double sum in (5.26) must be positive.

This implies that p(1r) must be a pole of Ip(s, c.p, X). Furthermore, any rational number
larger tban p(1r) eould not be a pole of Ip(s, c.p, X) since it would be larger than any
candidate pole p(l, Da.), used to define p(7r). This proves (2') and therefore Claim (2). By
the above remarks, the proof of Theorem 5.10 folIows. •

Concluding Remarks.

(1) The reader might wonder if there exist any polynomials detennining a proper poly
nomial P on [1, 00) n for which the lattiee point problem with 'Rw = {P ~ w} n [1, 00)n is
not geometrie. Such examples are not diffieult to find. Choose n = 2 and a < b positive
integers. Set P(x,y) = xayb. Explicit ealeulations will verify that N(w) and V(w) both
have growth w1/ a but so does E(w).

(2) The allowable choiee of fl = nd in Theorems 4.10, 5.10 implies, by the diseussion in
Appendix B, one of two interesting conclusions. Either there is no pole of Dp(s, c.p) in the
interval (p(cp) - ~,p(cp)), in whieh ease there exists a nonzero polynomial A(u) such that

(5.27)

or there is at least one other pole in this interval and one has therefore found a seeond
and lower order term in the asymptotie of N p(w, Cf'), which experienee shows to be quite
difficult. However, !rom the analysis of Appendix B, it does not yet follow that (5.27)
implies

E(w,ep) = Ot(wp(tp)-;fz+t).

This is beeause the asymptotic of Vp(w, c.p) is only controlled by the analytie properties
of Ip(s, Cf') whereas the asymptotics of N p(w, c.p) are controlled, apriori, by the analytic
properties both of Ip(s, Cf') as weIl as the other integrals appearing in the integral represen
tation (4.20) (appropriately modified for hypoelliptie polynomials via the smoothing term
X). It is at least possible that a pole of one of these funetions of s might sneak into the
above interval and determine a seeond pole of the Dirichlet series. This is the reason why
an explicit estimate for E(w, 'P) eannot easily be given using the integral representation of
D p(s, cp) based upon the iterated Euler-Maclaurin formula.

In order to eireumvent this diffieulty, an alternative integral representation of Dp(s,ep)
is useful, when one works with the entire lattiee zn. For here one can exploit Poisson
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summation and ignore all problems ansing from the constributions near the boundary of
[1, oo)n. In [Bo], Bochner worked out the details if the polynomials P, Q, T are elliptic over
Rn. However, using the existence of hypoellipticity constants (see (5.4)), it is easy to see
that the argument extends to hypoelliptic polynomials. This will now be sketched.

Assuming hypoellipticity of P, T on Rn it follows that there exists D > 0 such that

{p. T = O} C {x : IIxll ~ D}.

Choose D' > D and a sffiooth function X : Rn -+ [0,1] such that

{
1 if 11 xII;;:: D'

X(x) = 0 if IIxll ~ D.

Define, aB above, but now over Rn, (no confusion should result by using the same nota.tion)

L
ep(m)

Dp(s,ep) =
P(rn)"

mEZ"
T'P(m):;iO

[p( s, ep) = f ep" dXI •.• dX n ,

JR"-{lIxll~D) P
~ X· ep(rn)

Dp(s, ep, X) = L.J P(rn).'
mEZ"

f X· <p
[pes, <p, X) = J

R
" --p;- dXI ... dX n .

The analogue of Lemma 5.9 evidently still holds, that is,

LEMMA 5.28. The followjng differences of the functions defined above are entjre functions
oE s.

(1) Dp(s,ep) - Dp(s,ep,X).
(2) [pes, r.p) - [pes, r.p, X).

Let f > 0 and define the decay function

E ( ) -(fllxI1)2
f Xl,"" x n = e .

Define

D( ) = " E(· X . r.p(m)
s, f LJ P(rn)" '

mEZ"

b(s f t) - 1m e-21ri(z,e) E f
• X . r.p dXI ... dx

, ,,» - p" n'
R"

An application of Poisson summation then shows
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PROPOSITION 5.29. Far each E > 0 and (1 >- 1

D(S,E) =L D(s,E,m).
m

Clearly, one has, for u :> 1

lim D(s, E) = Dp(s, 'P, X),
E-O

lim D( s, E, 0) = Ip( s, r.p, X) .
E-O

(5.30)

Now, applying the existence of positive hypoellipticity constants for 'P, P, one can show,
via the argument in [Bo, pgs. 33-36], sketched below for the reader's convenience,

THEOREM 5.31. Tbe fWlctjon defined by

js an entire functjon oE s.

Thus, one concludes from (5.28),(5.31)

Dp(s,cp) - Ip(s,ep) is an entire function of s. (5.32)

The main conclusion that one can deduce from (5.32) concerns an explicit and easy to
state estimate for E(w, 'P ), when one uses the sets 'Rw = {x E Rn : IP( X ) I~ w}.

THEOREM 5.33. H P,Q,T are bypoelliptic on Rn, degP = d, and r.p = Q/T, tben

PROOF: For each of the 2n possible sign functions T : {I, ... ,n} -t {+, -} define the
quadrant

QT = {x : T(i)Xi ~ O},

senes
'P(m)
P(m)a'

mEQ,..nzn
T·P(m):FO

and integral
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Thus,

T

where 'D(s, cp) is a finite linear combination of DiricWet series over lattice points contained
in the intersection of at least two quadrants. The growth of each such senes in vertical
bands of the s-plane can be analyzed via the same reasoning used to prove (5.10). This
is left to the reader.

Moreover, one has that for (7 ::3> 1

D p (s, <p) - I p (s, cp) = 2: [DT ( s, cp) - IT ( s, <p)] - 'D(s, Cf' ) •
T

By (5.32), the left side is entire. Byevident applications of part 3 of (5.10), applied to the
sum over the T, as weH as each of the series appearing in V( s, <p), one concludes that for
each () > 0 there exists a constant Cs > 0 such that for any (72 < 0'1 ~ p(<p)

Then, since this difference has no poles, it foHows that when c >- 1

by the argument of Landau given in appendix B. •

SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM 5.31: The idea is to show two properties.

(1) Given a compact subset K of the s-plane, there exists an integer b = bK :> 1 such
that if m =f. 0 then

..\(s, m) =def lim IImll2bD(s, f, m) exists and ia finite,
f-O

where the convergence ia uniform for s E K;
(2) The senes

2: ~,~,~2 converges absolutely and uniformly if s E K.
m;to

It is clear that (1) and (2) imply the assertion of the theorem.

Define the operator
n a2

6=-2:-a 2'x·
i=1 •
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An application of integration by parts and Stokes' theorem, applied 4b times, implies that
for u :::> 1 and any m =F 0

(-21ri)2lt ll m Il2b D(s, E, m) = r e-21fi(x.m). 6 lt (EE . X . cpIPli) dXl ••• dx n .
iRR

Now use the existence of positive numbers Cp resp. c· so that the inequality in (5.2)
holds for P resp. 'P. Set c = min{Cp, c·}.

By expanding out t::"b (EE . X . 'PIPli), using Leibniz' rule, one sees the following by a
tedious calculation, best left to the industrious reader. Given a compact set K, set O'K =
in! {ulK}' Using the notation from (5.2)ff, set

b = 1 + [( deg Q - Ctr) - uKG: P + n] .
2c

Then there exists a constant CK such that for any E > 0 and s E K

(5.34)

Moreover, if I =F 0 and J are indices with II + JI = 2b then the exponentiaJ decay of EE at
infinity implies

lim r ID~(EE)D;(xcpIPII)1 dXl ... dX n = 0, (5.35)E-O iRR
where the convergence is uniform in K. Properties (1), (2) now follow from (5.34), (5.35),
by choosing b to be the maximum of the expression above and ~ + 1. This completes the
proof of (5.31). •

The reader therefore sees an instructive difference in the methods described in sections
3-5. The first technique, when it can be applied, focusses more direct1y upon E(w, cp)
and so, obtains more precise results. The second method shows that under fairly general
hypotheses on P, 'P (over Rn) one has a GLP, for which a general, but no doubt improvable
estimate for E(w, 'P) can be derived. Clearly, it would be very interesting and worthwhile
to know how to combine both methods and improve the error estimates.

(3) Whereas (2) has treated the case in which the series is defined over zn, the reader of
these notes might also be interested to know of an elementary argument that estimates
E(w) (that is, where 'P =1) when P is hypoelliptic over [l,oo)n. This will give an "explicit"
estimate for E(w), when the SUnl is taken over the lattice points in N n

• As the reader will
note, the level of explicitness is considerably less than that achieved in (2). Trus appears
to be typical of the type of problem encountered when working over [l,oo)n.

To do this, one needs to start with two theorems that give the asymptotic form of
N(w), V(w). As pointed out in Remark 5.12, parts (1), (4) of (5.10) have been proved
by different methods than those used here. Combining these parts with the tauberian
argument, due to Landau (see appendix B), one knows the following more precise form of
(5.27).
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THEOREM 5.36. Let PI > P2 > ... > Pt > PI - -b ~ PI+1 . .. be the first l + 1 poles oI
Dp(s,l). Then tbere exist nonzero polynomials A1(u), ... ,A,(U) E R[u] such that

t

N( w) = L wPi Ai( log w) +Of(w Pt -*+f) as w --+ 00.

i=l

A complete asymptotic expansion for Vp(t) is also known to exist.

THEOREM 5.37. Let '\1 > '\2 > ... be the poles oI [pes, 1). Then there exist nonzero
polynomials Bl(u), B2(u), ... , E R[u] such tbat

00

V(w) = L w Aj Bi( log w) as w --+ 00.

i=l

One can now show

THEOREM 5.38. The lattiee point problem witb cp = 1 is geometrie and an explicit esti
mate can be written down in terms oI the hypoellipticity exponent for PI[l,oo}n and tbe
first two exponents appeanng in (5.37).

PROOF: Let € > O. Define the sets

Uf(w) = {x E [1,00)" : f(x):::; w + w1-€CP} ,
1

L:f(w) = {x E [1,00)" : Ilxll2=: w f
- 2 and P(x):::; w - w 1

-
fCP } ,

l.(w) = {x E [l,oo)n : IIxll $ w' - ~ and P(x) $ w - w1
-.

cp
} I

Cf(w) = U G(rn),
mEN"

Ilmll2=w t

P(m}:5w

where
G(rn) = {x : lXi - rnil < 1/2, for each i}.

The following is easily verified.

vol(L:f(w)) +vol(lf(w)) = vol ({x E [1,00)" : P(x) ~ w - w 1
- fcP

}) , (5.39)

vol(lf(w)):::; vol({x E [1,00)": lIxll:::; w f -1/2}):::; C(wf -1/2)".

for sorne C > o. Now set ß = '\1 - '\2, one has
00

vol(Uf ( w)) = L (w + w 1
-

fcP )Aj Bi (log (w + w1
-

fCP ))
i=l

= (w +w1- fCP )>'1 BI (log (w +w1- fCP )) +0,,((w +w1- fCP )>'1-,8+,,)

= w>'tB1(logw) +O,,(W>'l-€CP +") +O,,(wAt -,8+,,) (5.40.1)

and similarly

vol(lf(w)) = WAl BI (log w) +0,,(wAt-fCP+") +0,,(W A1 - P+K
).
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Proposition (5.2) implies, by means of the Taylor expansion of P around ea.ch point m,
used in the definition of Ct ( w), that for a11 w sufficiently large,

(5.41)

Moreover,

where

Clearly,
Vt(w) = O(wtn ).

Thus, combining this estimate with (5.39)-(5.41) implies

One can choose f, '" so that two of the three exponents are equal, in which case the order
is the larger of the two values. In either case, one will amve at an "explicit" descrlption
of the order of E(w). For example, suppose one chooses f so that

that is,
Al - A2

Cp

and discovers that this is useful in the sense that fn < A). This occurs iff

One conc1udes that if, in addition, Al < (1 +cp )A2 then an error estimate is OK(W A2+K).

However, if Al > (1 + CP)A2 then an error estimate is O(W n (At- A2)/CP ). One then sees
that "good" estimates for Al - A2 and cp, if such exist, could be used to give reasonable
estimates for E(w). However, so far, no work to the author's knowledge has treated this
problem.
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Appendix A

The purpose of this appendix is to give a proof of the uniform boundedness of tbe partial
StullS L:~=l sin(27rnu)/n, which is eonsistently needed in arguments involving estimates
of trigonometrie sums. The diseussion is adapted from Lindelöf's book [L].

It is elear that t/J(u), defined in Section 1, is periodie on R with period 1. It therefore
admits a Fourier series, whieh ean easily be ealeulated to equal

"'(u) = -~ f sin(2'lmu). with equality only for u f/. Z.
7r nn=l

The series eonverges uniformly to t/J( u) on auy closed interval inside R - Z.

(A-1)

PROPOSITION A-2. The partial sums E:=l sin(27rnu)/n are un.iformly (in u, N) bounded

This will folIowas an immediate eorollary from Proposition A-4 proved below.

Let u E (0,1). Choose circles Cj of radii Tl < T2 < Ta < ... , eentered at the origin in
the eomplex z plane subject to the following eondition for each j :

Tj E (27rj, 27r(j + 1)), and there exists c > 0 such that in/j,klTj - 27rkl > c.

The tai! of the Fourier senes of 1/J(u) can be represented as

PROPOSITION A-4. For each m

f sin(211'un). = -1 { eUz dz.

n=m+l 7rn 2'iTi lern eZ
- 1 z

PROOF: Let f > 0 and form the set

D E = U {z : Iz - 27rikl > f} .
kEZ

Thus, it is easy to see the existence of ME such that

Consider the funetion

eZ -1

It is not difficult to show tbe existence of M: such that
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Choose f = c, defined in (A-3). Then there exists M~ such that for each m = 1,2, ... ,

eUZ

1eZ _ 1 1c'" < M~ if z E Cm •

One now checks that

Thus,

ReS z =2TCik C:: 1 . ~z) + Res z=-2"ik C:: 1 . d:) _ sin~:uk)

Using the easily verified property, valid for each u E (0,1), and f sufficiently small:

lim e
UZ

= 0 uniformly in Arg z for Arg z E (-~ + f, ~ + f) U (1r
2

+ €, 31r - e),
Izl-oo eZ

- 1 2 2 2

one shows that

1
uz d

I· e z 0
1m = .

R-oo Izl=R eZ
- 1 z

Thus, one concludes

-1 r eUz dz [ (eUZ dZ) (eUZ dZ)]
21l"i Je eZ - 1 z = L Resz=2TCik eZ - 1 . --; +Res z=-21rik er - 1 . --; ,

'" k~m+l

completing the proof. •

A consequence of use in Section 1 is the

PROPOSITION A-6. H g(u) is an integrnble function on [a, b] then
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Appendix B

An integral fonnula of considerable use in the functional approach to lattice point prob
lems, as weil 8S many other problem requiring asymptotic information 00 averages of
coeflicients of Dirichlet series, is "Perron's formula" . Trus gives an integral representation
for the function

if w > 1

llw=l

if w < 1,

as follows, in which cis any positive number:

1 l c
+

ioo
dsK(W)=-. w 6
_.

211"1 c-ioo s
(B-1)

The integral is understood to be a principal value when w = 1. The proof of this is a
standard exercise with residue calculus and left to the reader (cf. [Ti-2J).

In order to be useful however, as exemplified by the discussion in Section 2, one often
needs aversion of (B-1) with weights. Thus, let r be a positive integer. Define

[s]r =s(s+l) ... (s+r).

A second use of residue calculus shows that

Suppose one has a Dirichlet series

D(s) = L ~:
k k

if w ~ 1

if W < 1.
(B-2)

for which one knows the existence of a (right) halfplane of absolute convergence and an
analytic cootinuation as a meromorphic function outside this halfplane that satisfies two
properties:

(1) In any verlical strip of bounded width there are only finitely many poles.
(2) There exists "moderate growth" at infinity in any vertical strip, that is, for any

interval [a, b] there exists M( a, b) such that

jD( (1 + it) I<: ItIM(a,b) for a1l u E [a, b],

then oue can use (B-2) to give an asymptotic for a weighted sum of the ak

1 (). )rNp(w,r)=def, L ak 1-...! .
r. ), .. <w w
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The most rodimentary version of the proeedure is essentially the following. Assume that
the series eonverges absolutely if u ~ c. Suppose one wants to move the contour u = c
to the line u = c', where the band {u + it : u E (d, c)} eontains poles of the analytieally
eontinued series. Set [nM( c', c)] + 2 = r. Let R(c', T) denote the reetangle , symmetrie
with respeet to the u weis, of height 2T and width c - c', and whose verlical sides are
eontained on the two lines u = c, c'. Let P denote the set of poles in this band. The choice
of r now insures that

lim r D(s) w" ds = 0 .
T-oo J{t=±T}nR(c' ,T) [s]r

Thus, residue calculus implies

(
ds ) 1 lc

'+ioo ds
Np(w,r) = L Resll=p D(s)w'-[-] +-2' . D(s)w lI

-[].

on s r 1I"t c' -100 S r
pEr

Sinee the integral over the leftmost verticalline converges absolutely, the integral is O(W C
').

On the other hand, if the SUffi of residue terms is not zero then this SUffi is of order strictly
larger than w C

', so that one has extracted an asymptotic for N(w, r).

The argument of Landau in section 2 is a considerable refinement of this procedure
when the analytieally eontinued series possesses a "reßection type" funetional equation,
of a kind often eneountered in analytic number theory problems. On the other hand, for
(geometrie) lattiee point problems not determined by quadratic polynomials, one almost
never will have a reflection type functional equation. In this case, it is useful to know
a modifieation of Landau's tauberian argument, presented in its most complete form in
[La-2].

Suppose that the series D(s), giyen above, has positive eoeffieients but does not satisfy a
reßection type functional equation of the form (2.4). Instead, suppose only that it possesses
an analytic continuation to the complex plane as a meromorphic function with moderate
growth in any vertical strip of bOWlded width. A sketch of this modification will be given
here. The author would like to thank P. Sargos for communicating the argument below.

Suppose that the first pole of D(s) equals PO, By a theorem of Landau, one knows that
po is real. Assume that each pole is real. Further, assume there exists J..l > 0 such that for
any f > 0, UI < U2 ~ P there exists C = C( f, UI, (72) > 0 such that

ID(u + it)1 < C(l + Itl~(p-O")+t:) (B-3)

for u E [Ul, (72] and Itl ~ 1. An application of the Phragman-Lindelöf theorem will show
that the moderate growth satisfied by D(s) implies (B-3).

One proves

THEOREM B-4. Let Po > PI > ... > Pk > P - *~ Pk+I > ... denote the poles of D(s).
Then for any f > 0,

N(w) =t Res.=p, (D(S)W<s) +Ot:(wPo-t+t:).
1=0
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SKETCH OF PROOF: Start with the identity, valid if c > po by (B-l),

1 l c
+

ioo
dsN(w)=-2' D(s)w ll
-.

1rt c-ioo s

Define the primitives NI (w), N2 ( w), . .. , as done in (2.8). Then the difference operator
ß% applied to NI(w) can be realized as an integral operator w --+ f::+% N(WI)dwI' Ap
plying this operator to both sides of the above equation and then interchanging the two
integrations gives

where of course,

~Z(wn = i W
+

z

WrdWl .

Iterating this v times and using (2.8), gives the formula

where

= (nA) i)-l)i (~) (w + (v - j)z)lI+v .
i=I + j=O )

Oue now estimates the kerneI .6.~v) (w lI ). When z is small relative to W one has

Since W v E [w, W +vz] aue can then estimate the integrand from above by

(B-5)

where the 0(·) depends upon s and is bounded when s is confined to bounded subsets.
Thus, for z small relative to w and s bounded
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Using (B-5) one can transport the line u = c to the left. In particular, for given v one
moves to u = P - v / Jl + f, where € denotes an arbitrarily small parameter below. Let Pv

denote the poles of D(s)ß~v) (w·) encoWltered between u = c and u = P - v / Jl + E. The
estimate on ID( s)1 implies, by (B-5), (B-6),

Oue 0 btains a similar expression with ß ~v) NtJ (w - vZ ). Guided by (2.10), one now divides
by ZU and wants to find z = W

C that insures the two error terms in (B-7), with P = Po,
have the same order in w. Oue finds that z = wl-tJ/~(v+l). This forces the two error terms
to agree up to an arbitrary E. The order in w of this error term is easily checked to be

The same result is found with ß~v) N v (w - vz). Since f is arbitrarily small and v can be
taken arbitrarily large, this implies that N(w) itself differs from the surn of residues by
o (wPo-1/~+f) and estahlishes Theorem B-4. •

For many senes of interest, it is usually not possible to prove the moderate growth con
dition in a.s strong a form as stated above. For such series, it is useful to have a "truncated
Perron's formula" (without weights!) at one's disposal. The following fonnulation is taken
from Titchmarsh's book [Ti-I, 3.12].

LEMMA B-8. Let
00

"" akD(s) = LJ ki
k=l

be a Diricblet series tbat has a single pole at s = 1 oIorder r. Suppose tbat ak = O( ljJ( k))
where k -+ cP(k) is monotonically increasing. Then for any c > 1, and integral valued
parameter w

"" a w = _1 J.C+iT D() l' ds O( W
C

) O( cP(2w) w log w) O( </>(w))
LJ ak + 2 21ri 'T S W s + T(c - l)r + T + T'

k:5:w-l C-I
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Appendix C

Let /, 9 : [0,(0) -+ R be two functions. Set

ifx~l

ifx<l.

PROPOSITION C-l. (Partial Summation) For any 0 :5 a < b,

L f(n)g(n) = f([b])G([b]) - f([a] + l)G([a)) + L (f(n) - f(n +1)) G(n).
o<n~b 0<n$b-1

H f(u) E G1 [a, b], tben

L f(n)g(n) = f(b)G(b) - f(a)G(a) -[ !,(u)G(u) du.
o<n$b 0

PROOF: The first formula is simple. Substitute g(n) = G(n) - G(n - 1) in the sumo This
gives

[bI [b]-l

L f(n)g(n) = L f(n)G(n) - L j(n+ l)G(n)
o<n$b n=[o]+l n=[o)

[b)-l

= j([b))G([b]) - f(la] + 1)G(~a]) + L (f(n) - j(n + 1)) G(n)
n=[o]+l

= f([b))G(b) - j([a] + l)G(a) + L (f(n) - f(n + 1)) G(n) . •
0<n~b-1

Now assume f E GI [a, b]. Then f(n) - f(n + 1) = - J:+1 j'(u)du. Since G(x) = G(n)
is constant for x E [n, n +1), one can write

J.
n+1

G(n) (f(n) - f(n +1)) = - n G(u)f'(u)du.

Thus,

l
(b)

L f(n)g(n) = /([b])G(b) - /([a] + l)G(a) - G(u)f'(u)du.
o<n~b (0)+1

Furthermore,

(C-2)

J.b J.[O]+l l[b] l
b

G(u)f'(u)du = G(u)/'(u)du + G(u)f'(u)du + G{u)f'(u)du.
o 0 (0]+1 (b)
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For the first resp. third integral, one has G(u) = G([a]) = G(a) resp. G(u) = G([b]) =
G(b). Thus,

1
[~ lb

G(u)/'(u)du = G(u)/'(u)du - G(a) (/([a] +1) - /(a)) - G(b) (/(b) - /([b])).
[0]+1 0

Combining this equation with (C-2) gives the formula to be proved. •

Setting 9 = 1 implies G(u) = (u]. Thus,

2: J(n) = [b]J(b) - [a]J(a) -l[u]J'(u)du.
o<n~b a

Replacing [b], [al, [u] by b- 1/;(b) - ~,a - 1/;(a) - ~,u - t/J(u) - ~ and using the formula

l
b

1 1 1 l b

(u - - )/'(u)du = f(b)(b - -) - /(a)(a - -) - /(u)du
a 2 2 2 a

proves one version of the Euler-Maclaurin sununation formula:

2: J(n) = l J(u)du - f/J(b)J(b) + f/J(a)J(a) + lf/J(u)J'(u)dU. (C-3)
o<n~b a 0

In order to apply integration by parts k ;::: 1 times to this formula, a technique that
ean be used for analytie continuation of eertain Diriehlet series, one needs a sequenee of
functioIlB <P 1 , ... , <P k such that <Pj = <P j -1 and tP~ = 'lj;. In addition, one must obviously
assurne / E C k+1 (a, b]. For purposes of these notes, one imposes the following conditions
upon /:

f(u + iv) is holomorphic if u ~ 0 and lim f(k)(u) = 0 for each k ~ 1. (C-4)
u-oo

To construct the antiderivatives starting with 1/;, one defines the Bernoulli polynomials as
follows.

Define the functions <Pi(u) by expanding in a Laurent series at 0 the funetion

so that

e
UZ =.!. +~ <Pi(u) zi-1

e% - 1 Z ?-I i! '
1=1

<Pi(U) (-i e
UZ

)-- = Resz-o z .--
i! - eZ - 1
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In addition, define the numbers BI, B2 , ••• , by setting for Izl E (0,271"),

1 1 1 ~ (_l)i-l Bi 2i-l
eZ _ 1 = -; - '2 +~ (2i)! . z .

1=1

Define

0"2i(U) = 4>2i(U) +(-l)iBi

0"2i+l(U) = <P2i+l(U)

i = 1,2, ,

i = 0,1, .

The Bi resp. O'i are the Bemoulli nwnbers reep. polynomials.

An explicit deseription of the <Pi(u) ean be determined by multiplying the Laurent series
in (C-5) by the series expansion for eUZ and extracting the eoefficient of l/z. One finds

<Pi(U) = u i - ~ui-l + G)B1ui- 2 - G)B2u i- 4 + ... + (_l)k-l (;k)Bk u i
-

2k + ....

Now expand out these polynomials in trigonometrie series when U is restrieted to [0,1].

PROPOSITION C-6. FOT U E [0,1] and k = 1,2, ... ,

(1) A. ( ) = (_1)1:+12 • (2k)'~ cos(2j1l"U)
0/21: U .~ (2 '1l")21: .

J=1 J

1:+1 ,~ sin(2j1l"u)
(2) <PU:+l(U) = (-1) 2· (2k +1).~ (2 '1l")2k+l .

J=1 J

PROOF: As in the proof of Proposition A-4, one has

1 1 e
UZ

dz 00 ( e
UZ

dz)lim -. = Resz=21riJ: .
rn-oo 211"t Gm eZ

- 1 zn k~OO eZ
- 1 zn

(C-7)

For n ~ 1

=0 uniformly in z .

Thus, the left aide of (C-7) equals O. By definition, <Pn(u)/n! equals the residue at z = 0.
A simple calculation now proves (1), (2). •

Remark. One denotes by ~i(u), i = 2,3, ... the periodie function defined by the senes
in (1), (2). Similarly, one sets lTi(U), i ~ 2, to be the periodic functions defined, using the
same formulae as in the definitions of O"i(U), but using the <Pi instead. These functions
must agree with the corresponding </>i(U)' for U E [0,1], Also, one sets <Pl(u) to equal the
series corresponding to (2) with k = O. This just gives a new notation for t/J(u), One then
notes that </>1(U) = U- t only if U E (0,1). •

The following properties are easily verified.
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PROPOSITION C-8.

(1) Für i = 1,2, ... , and u E [0, 1], ~+l(U) = (i + l)cPi(u);
(2) limu _ m - ~l(U) = 1/2, limu _ m +~l(U) = -1/2.

Given a < b, set M = [al + 1, N = [b]. Then, using the notation ifJ 1 in pIace of t/J in
(C-4), one has

N b b

L J(n) =1J(u)du + 4>1 (o)J(o) - tMb)J(b) +14>1 (u)f'(u)du • (C-9)
M 4 a

where a resp. bis now understood to be any number in (M - 1, M) resp. (N, N +1).

Now assume that f satisfies the decay at infinity condition (C-4). Then (C-9) can be
extended as follows. First, one can let b -t 00. The resulting summatory formula is:

f, J(n) = [00 f(u)du +4>1(o)f(o) +100
!'(u)tPl(u)du.

M 1M a

Now let a /' M. By (C-B)(2), tPl(a) -t 1/2. Thus,

00 100
f(M) 100

L!(n)= f(u)du+-
2
-+ f'(U)tPl(U)du.

M M M

Für any b > a one uses (C-8)(1) to write

Again, (C-4) implies that one can take the limit as b -t 00 and obtain, after simplification,

f,J(n) = [00 J(u)du + f(M) _ f'(M)4>2(M) _.!. ["'" f"(u)4>2(u)du.
M 1M 2 221M

Continuing this k times yields
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